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ABSTRACT 
 
Nur Azizah. 2019. Teacher’s Talk and Student’s Talk in Classroom 
Interaction of the Tenth Grade of MAN 1 Surakarta in Academic year 2017/2018. 
Thesis English Education Department, Culture and Language Faculty. 
 
Advisor : Arina Rohmatika S.Pd, M.Pd 
Keywords : Teacher’s Talk, Student’s Talk and Classroom Interaction 
 
 
The research entitled Teacher’s Talk and Students’ Talk in Classroom Interaction 
of The Tenth Grade of MAN 1 Surakarta in Academic Year 2017/2018 aims at 
describing types of teacher’s talk and students’ talk occur in classroom interaction. This 
research used descriptive qualitative design. It was at tenth grade of MAN 1 Surakarta. 
The research involves one class of the tenth grade of IPA 6 students in MAN 1 
Surakarta as participants. The data were obtained through video recorded and supported 
by interview. The data were analyzed by applying Flander’s Interaction Analysis 
Categories (FIAC). Focus on types of teacher’s talk and students’ talk. Findings were 
descriptive analyses with transcribing, coding, and analyzing. The result shows that all 
types of teacher’s talk and students’ talk were found in the observations. The result 
shows that all types of teacher’s talk revealed that asking question, accepts or using 
ideas of student and giving direction were found as the most frequently used. In terms of 
students’ talk, student response and initiation were revealed in this research. According 
to the results, it can be concluded that types of teacher’s talk and students’ talk are 
important part in classroom interaction. In addition, the factor that influenced types of 
teacher’s talk and students’ talk was also supported by students response in the 
interviews. This research is expected to give a contribution to the teaching English 
especially in classroom interaction.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background of the Study  
Communication is sharing of information between different individuals. It 
includes the sharing of ideas, concepts, imaginations, behaviours and written content. 
Communication is simply defined as the transfer of information from one place to 
another with different ways and process. As people know that communication is 
important in learning the second languange. Communication is a part in using the 
second language. 
The use of English language in classroom interaction is important for English 
Foreign Language (EFL) students’. For EFL students’, classroom is an educational 
institution where they can practice the language. In fact, practicing English as foreign 
language usually occur inside the classroom. When they are outside the classroom, they 
are rare to practice the language since they do not have partner to practice their English. 
Yuanfang (2009) states that English as a Foreign Language in the classroom does not 
have social function in EFL students’ everyday life. It means that they will find 
difficulty to practice the language outside the classroom since they do not have partner 
to practice it in their real life. Therefore, EFL teachers’ have to give chance to the 
students to practice the language in the classroom because it will increase their learning 
and improve their ability in communication. 
Additionally, EFL students’ are required to practice the language in the 
classroom as possible as they could. Behnam and Pouriran (2009) claim that educational 
  
institutions would prefer students practice English language than students who did not 
practice the language in classroom. It means that the more they practiced, the more they 
had skill and self-confident in using the language. In fact, the purpose of teaching and 
learning the language is for communication. It is true that the educational institution 
really appreciate at the EFL students who practice the language. 
Brock (1986, cited in Shomoossi, 2008) states that an increase in the amount of 
classroom interaction will help (foreign) language learner to learn the target language 
easily and quickly. It means that to learn the second language is easy if we use it in habit 
to communication each other. Usually people will help quickly with using the second 
language to be daily language. Interaction is a collaborative exchange of thoughts, 
feeling or ideas between a teacher and learners or learner and other learners, resulting in 
reciprocal effect on each other (Brown, 1994:41). Thus, interaction in a language 
classroom is a process of learning language. 
 Besides that, Mouhanna (2009) contends that using mother’s tongue in the 
classroom was a controversial pedagogical issue. It means that many of EFL teachers do not 
ask the students to practice the language in the classroom. Consequently, it will make the 
teaching and learning the language meaningless. However, asking the EFL students to 
practice the language is important for them. It will make students accustomed to using 
English. So that, the teaching and learning the language are more interesting. 
Incidentally, classroom interaction that intended in this research was what types 
of teacher’s talk and students’ talk occur in the classroom interaction. In fact, according 
to Kundu (1993), Musumeci (1996), and Chaudron (1988) cited in Tuan and Nhu 
(2010), teacher’s talk is dominant in classroom interaction. Therefore, the researcher 
would like to analyze the classroom interaction. Through the classroom interaction, the 
  
researcher would know the teacher’s talk and students’ talk types in the classroom 
interaction.  
Moreover, when the researcher observed the English teaching and learning 
process at MAN 1 Surakarta, the researcher found that the common interaction that 
occurred in the classroom was the students would participate to talk if the teacher 
initiated, encouraged, and asked them to talk. In fact, the type of teacher’s talk had great 
influence to make the students to talk in the classroom. Moreover, one of the most 
important parts in teaching and learning process in the class is classroom interaction. 
The aim of learning the second language is to be able to communicate and interact with 
others using the second language. That was the basic reason why the researcher wanted 
to know what types of teacher’s talk and students’ talk during teaching and learning 
process. 
Equally important, classroom interaction relates to teachers’ teaching style that 
will determine the classroom interaction occurs in the classroom. Teachers’ teaching 
style like teacher-centered will make the students passive in the classroom since the 
teacher’s talks all the time. It means that the teachers do not give chance to the students 
to talk. In contrast, students-centered will make the students active since the teacher is 
as a facilitator. Making the students active related to the researcher’s reason in choosing 
the topic of this research.  
What’s more, analysis EFL classroom interaction is appropriate by using 
Flanders’ Interaction Analysis Categories System (FIACS). Flanders’ technique is 
appropriate for analyzing the student’s talk and teacher’s talk at EFL context since the 
technique is to measure what types of teacher’s talk and students’ talk during teaching 
and learning process. In fact, both EFL teachers and students are required to talk in the 
  
classroom. Besides that, Flander (1970, cited in Walsh 2006) divides teacher talk 
(accepts feelings, praises or encourages, accepts or uses ideas of students, asks 
questions, lectures, gives direction, and criticizes or uses authority), students talk 
(response and initiation), and silence (period of silence or confusion).  
The researcher decided to set students of X IPA 6 and the English teacher of X 
IPA 6 at MAN 1 Surakarta in academic year 2017/2018 as the subject of this research. 
MAN 1 Surakarta is a private-based school that no less competitive with public school 
in general. Moreover, the researcher was studied in MAN 1 Surakarta and passes 
graduated in 2014 year. So that, the researcher knows well about the teaching learning 
process in MAN 1 Surakarta. Indeed, the researcher wanted to know the interaction 
between teacher and students in the school that is rare observed by the researchers.  
Based on the researcher’s pre observation, the researcher chooses the tenth grade 
of IPA 6 at MAN 1 Surakarta. Basically, the tenth grade still the new students and get 
many referrals from teachers, less knowledge and talk less during the lesson. Actually, 
the students of the tenth grade of IPA 6 more attractive and interactive than others. The 
students of the tenth grade of IPA 6 consist of girls only, It makes the researcher get 
more challenge to do the research in that class.  
However, based on the interviews that the researcher get from the students of the 
tenth grade of IPA 6, mostly students are still afraid of talk’s to give response of what 
the teacher says before the teacher ask them to talk or to answer the teacher’s question. 
Some of students say that the teacher often asking the same questions. It makes the 
students bored and feel sleepy. Based on the researcher’s pre observation, the researcher 
found that teacher’s interaction mostly focuses on centered student that gives response 
much on the teacher’s talk in class and give less response to other student. That why 
  
many classroom interaction failed in conducting learner behavior to learn English. Poor 
interaction between teacher and students is a common failure in learning English.  
Talk has different types; Teacher’s Talking Time (TTT) and Student’s Talking 
Time (STT). The more teacher’s talks, the less opportunity is for students. It means that 
Teacher’s Talking Time can decrease opportunities for Student Talking Time (STT). It 
is supported by Ellis and Yamazaki (1994) who mentions that teacher’s talk, which has 
been hypothesized to be important for second language acquisition, has drawn much 
attention from many researchers because it affects students’ comprehension. Therefore, 
the teacher has the important role in building classroom interaction to be success in 
teaching learning process. 
Moreover, Gibb (1999) says that teacher’s talk is often viewed suspiciously as 
Teacher Talking Time (TTT), rather than as valuable “language modeling”. To respond 
the teacher’s talk, the student’s talk is stimulated. The term ‘student’s talk’ refers to the 
students’ various expressions in learning process. Teacher’s talk is used in class when 
teachers are conducting instructions, cultivating their intellectual ability and managing 
classroom activities (Feng Qican, 1999:23 cited in Xiao-Yan, 2006). It ranges from the 
talk among the teacher and other peers in conducting learning activity and various 
interactions (Johnson, 1995 cited in Amin, 2014).  
The talks between the teacher and the students have to be clear, specific, and 
meaningful. Teacher adopts the target language to promote their communication with 
students. In this way, students practice the language by responding to what their teacher 
says. This kind of talks is, thus, transactional or of which the language is message-
oriented where teachers and students share clear and accurate information in their 
conversation (Brown & Yule, 1987 cited in Amin, 2014). 
  
Moreover, teacher’s talk gives many inputs which play very important role in 
language learning. There is no learning without input. This statement is strengthened by 
Long (1981) cited in Nata & Taloko (2014) who claims that input shaped through 
interaction contributes directly and powerfully to acquisition. The language used by the 
teacher affects the language produces by the students, the interaction generated, and 
hence the kind of learning that takes place. Teacher is the mirror for the students. It 
means what the teacher’s talk in front of student, it is what the students will learn after 
it. 
Interaction is not limited in the form of verbal response. A non-verbal interaction 
may also happen in English class of the tenth of IPA 6. Another possibility is the 
combination between verbal and non-verbal interaction. As the response to the teacher, 
students may answer by saying words expressing their idea, agreement or disagreement. 
It can also be in the form of written. Students may also give response by nodding, eye-
contact, facial expressions, gesturing, etc. Students can also give response by gesturing 
by saying come expression (Willson,1999) 
In the English class, many students use Indonesian language to communicate 
with friend(s) and/or the teacher. Some of them try to use English. Some others mix 
between Indonesian and English. It also happens to the English teacher. In classroom, 
sometimes the teacher use English all the time and sometimes use English mixed with 
Indonesian. In the classroom, the content of interaction among the students or between 
the teacher and the students can be about English subject, other subject (non English), or 
other topics. Students also communicate about the current issue or news. A various 
information is probably shared in the English class of the tenth of IPA 6. 
  
 
Allwright and Baileys “observations of many different classes, both in content 
subject and in language instruction consistently show that teachers typically do between 
one half and three quarters of the talking in the classrooms” (Allwright and Bailey, 
1991). For the reasons above, the researcher is interested to find out the interactions, 
which take place between teacher and students in a classroom for getting real evidence 
about teacher’s talk and student’s talk. In conducting the observation, the researcher 
uses an observational instrument that is called as interaction analysis. As Hitchcock and 
Hughes (1984:134) states that, “Interaction analysis as a technique used to investigate 
classroom interaction grew up out or a concern with the improvement of classroom 
teaching”. The best-known example of interaction analysis is contained Ned Flanders’ 
coding scheme known as FIAC, the Flanders Interaction Analysis Categories. Based on 
the background above, the researcher conducted the research entitled “Teacher’s Talk 
and Students’ Talk in the Classroom Interaction of the Tenth Grade of MAN 1 
Surakarta in Academic year 2017/2018”. 
B. Identification of The Problem 
There are some reasons, why the researcher chooses The Tenth Grade of MAN 1 
Surakarta as the object of the research. The researcher involves the identification of the 
problem such as:  
1. Communication is difficult for students : The first problem is trying to deal with the 
apathy of the students. Most of them are really not interested in learning a new 
language. Actually, they don’t see the point in learning another language. 
2. Interaction in second language learning is not easy for students. So that, almost 
student does not know how to response and respect what the teacher’s talk. 
  
3. Most of the student afraid to do the mistakes and not confident to show up their 
speaking skill to response the teacher’s talk using English. 
4. The teacher plays an important role in teaching process. 
5. Teacher’s talk and students talk have a deeply connected in learning process.  
 
C. Limitation of The Problem 
In this research, the researcher had to limit the problem in order to know what 
types of the teacher’s talk and students’ talk occur in the classroom interaction in 
English class of X IPA 6 in MAN 1 Surakarta in academic year 2017/2018. To describe 
what types of teacher’s talk and students’ talk occur in the classroom interaction at X 
IPA 6 in MAN 1 Surakarta in academic year 2017/2018. The researcher observed about 
classroom interaction at English lesson. The researcher is concerned with the analysis of 
classroom interaction, focusing on types of interaction between teacher and student in 
classroom interaction. 
D. Problem Statement 
Based on the phenomena exposed in the background of the research, this 
research is conducted to answer the following questions: 
1. What types of teacher’s talk occur in classroom interactions at tenth grade of IPA 6 
in MAN 1 Surakarta in Academic year 2017/2018? 
2. What types of students’ talk occur in classroom interactions at tenth grade of IPA 6 
in MAN 1 Surakarta in Academic year 2017/2018? 
E. The Objectives of the Study 
Considering the background and the statements of the problem above, the aims 
of this research are: 
  
1. To describe what types of teacher’s talk occur in the classroom interactions at tenth 
grade of IPA 6 in MAN 1 Surakarta in academic year 2017/2018 
2. To describe what types of students’ talk occur in the classroom interaction at tenth 
grade of IPA 6 in MAN 1 Surakarta in academic year 2017/2018 
F. The Benefits of The Study 
1. Theoretical Benefit 
a. The result of the research can be used as the reference for those who want to 
conduct a research in analyzing the teacher talk and student talk in classroom 
interaction. 
b. The result of the research can be useful for English teacher in their teaching 
learning process, especially in teacher and student talk in classroom interaction.  
2. Practical Benefit 
a. To give deeper understanding of a study to those who need it as the reference 
to other researcher in describe the teacher and student talk in classroom 
interaction in other school or course. 
b.  This research will helpful both of the teacher and students to reduce the 
problem in classroom interaction. 
G. Definition Of The Key Terms 
In order to give a comprehensive understanding about this research, the 
researcher tries to clarify the terms which are used in this research, as follows: 
1. Teacher’s Talk 
Teacher’s talk is used in class when teachers are conducting instructions, cultivating 
their intellectual ability and managing classroom activities (Feng Qican, 1999:23 
cited in Xiao-Yan, 2006). 
  
2. Student’s Talk 
Student’s talk, here are two categories of student talk, which are responding to the 
teacher and initiating talks (FIAC, 1987). 
3. Classroom Interaction 
Interaction is the collaborative exchange of thoughts, feelings, or ideas between two 
or more people, resulting in reciprocal effect on each other. Brown (2001: 165)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE 
This chapter presents some theory that appropriate with the topic discussion such 
as the classroom interaction, the aspects of classroom interaction, teacher talking time 
and student talking time, level and types of classroom interaction. 
A. Review on Classroom Interaction 
1. Interaction 
Interaction is more than action followed by reaction. It includes acting 
reciprocally, acting upon each other. Brown (2001: 165) describes the term of 
interaction “as the heart communication, it is what communication is all about”.  
We send messages, we receive them, we interpret them in a context, we 
negotiate meanings, and we collaborate to accomplish certain purposes. And 
after several decades of research on teaching and learning languages, we have 
discovered that the best way to learn to interact is through interaction itself.  
Interaction occurs as long as people are communicating each other and giving 
action and receiving the reaction in one another anywhere and anytime, 
including in the classroom setting. 
Students achieve facility in using language when their attention is 
focused on conveying and receiving authentic messages (that is, messages that 
contain information of interest to speaker and listener in a situation of 
importance to both). This is interaction. As Wells has expressed it: “Exchange is 
the basic unit of discourse …. Linguistic interaction is a collaborative activity” 
  
involving “the establishment of triangular relationship between the sender, the 
receiver and the context of situation” (Wells 1981: 29 46-7), whether 
communication be in speech or writing. (For Wells the content of the message is 
part of the “situation” 
Interaction involves not just expression of one’s own ideas but 
comprehension of those of others. One listens to others; one responds (directly 
or indirectly); others listen and respond. The participants work out 
interpretations of meaning through this interaction, which is always understood 
in a context, physical or experiential, with nonverbal cues adding aspects of 
meaning beyond the verbal. All of these factors should be present as students 
learn to communicate: listening to others, talking with others, negotiating 
meaning in a shared context. 
Through interaction, students can increase their language store as they 
listen to or read authentic linguistic material, or even the output of their fellow 
students in discussions, skits, joint problem-solving tasks, or dialogue journals. 
In interaction,  student can use all they possess of the language – all they have 
learned or casually absorbed – in real life exchanges where expressing their real 
meaning is important to them. They thus have experience in creating messages 
from what they hear, since comprehension is a process of creation (Rivers 1981: 
160-2).  
 
 
 
2. Classroom Interaction 
  
School and classroom are complex social environments. School and 
classroom consist of different groups of people interacting with each other in 
various ways. Identities, perception and values of these groups are made up by 
the individuals. Teaching and learning will naturally be affected by these 
features. The most obvious situations where the influence of these factors can be 
observed were the interactions of communication patterns between a teacher 
with students and students with other students (Hitchcock and Hughes,1989). 
Philips (1987), quoted by Ellis (1988:102) says that: “The interacting 
participants can have one of four identities: teacher (T), pupil (P), class (C), i.e. 
when all the pupil is addressed as single identity, and group (G). i.e. when any 
number of pupils less than the whole class are addressed. Interacting particiants 
can adopt different interactive roles such as; speaker, addressee (i.e The person 
to whom the message is addresed) and hearer (i.e. A person other than the 
addressee who hear the message).” 
The study of classroom interactions is the study of communication 
system. In the case of classroom resarch, interaction analysis of spoken language 
as it is used in a classroom between teacher and students. Spoken language is 
also an important part of the identities of all participants Allwright and Bailey 
(1991). Moreover, Allwright and Bailey (1991) argue that research in classroom 
interaction is distinct, for exa mple, research that concentrates on the classroom 
inputs such as the syllabus, the teaching materials, or on the outputs from the 
classroom (student test scores). 
Equally important, students are not the only participant in the classroom 
interaction since the teacher is also a participant. According to Dagarin (2004), 
  
classroom interaction is an interaction between teacher and students in the 
classroom where they can create interaction at each other. It means that 
classroom interaction is all of interactions that occur in the learning and teaching 
process. In addition, classroom interaction will help students-students to share 
the information that they get from materials at each other. Radford (2011) 
maintains that through the classroom interaction, the learning process among 
students will occur since they will exchange their knowledge or understanding at 
each other. It means that classroom interaction make the students brave to share 
what they have known and learn at each other. 
What’s more, classroom interaction is not only about participation in the 
teaching and learning process and sharing their knowledge of the material at 
each other, but it is also about a relationship at each other students in the 
classroom. Khadidja (2009) insist that classroom interaction will make students 
involve in collaborative learning because they talk and share at each other in 
classroom. It means that the classroom interaction will make the students have a 
good relationship at each other. 
Classroom interaction is collaborative exchange of thought, feeling, or 
ideas between two or more people resulting in reciprocal effect on each other in 
other ways the action performed by the teacher and the students during 
instruction interrelated. According to Chaudron (1998:10) classroom interaction 
covers classroom behaviors such as turn-taking, questioning and answering, 
negotiation of meaning and feedback. In addition, Brown (2001: 165) describes 
the term of interaction “as the heart communication, it is what communication is 
all about”. Interaction occurs as long as people are communicating each other 
  
and giving action and receiving the reaction in one another anywhere and 
anytime, including in the classroom setting. Thus, Interaction between students 
and teacher is fundamental to the learning process.  
Moreover, through classroom interaction, the students will know how 
much their participation at the classroom, and the teacher will know their quality 
of taking time to talk. Besides that, classroom interaction is important for the 
teacher to evaluate their teaching style in order to they can change their teaching 
style. It means that classroom interaction will change the teacher teaching style 
like teacher-centered to the student-centered. 
Furthermore, classroom interaction has to be managed by the teacher. If 
the classroom interaction cannot be handled by the teacher, the students will be 
uncontrolled and noisy. It will make the teaching and learning process fail. 
Besides that, a good classroom interaction depends on how the teacher gives 
change to the students to talk at each other. Khan (2009) claims that classroom 
interaction contributes the students being active in the learning process. It means 
that when the teacher gives change to the students to talk, the students will 
enthusiast to participate at the learning process. 
Classroom interaction will depend on the dominant type of interaction 
that is from teacher and student talk. If the teacher gives change to the students 
to talk, the classroom interaction will be dominant by student-student. 
Meanwhile, if the teacher always takes much time to talk in the classroom, the 
classroom will be dominant by the teacher. Ribas (2010) insists that teacher has 
great influence to make the student involve in classroom interaction. It means 
  
that students who are active in the classroom interaction are determined by the 
teacher’s role that give change the students to talk in the classroom. 
From the statements above we know that interaction in the classroom is 
fundamental, because without it teaching learning process in the classroom will 
not exist. A good interaction will make messages transmission success and 
create a good interpersonal relationship between the teacher and students, so the 
students’ achievement in language acquisition can be increased. Finally it can be 
conclude that basically interaction is a systematic and collaborative activity that 
requires both the addressor and addressee to exchange ideas or message and 
negotiate their meaning either by using verbal or non-verbal meaning. 
 
 
 
 
3. Aspect of Classroom Interaction  
a. Teacher Talk  
1. Nation of Teacher Talk 
Teacher talk (TT) refers to the talk the teacher says to learners in 
the second or foreign language learning classroom. Steven Walsh 
pointed out that EFL classroom teaching is different from other 
classroom teaching. In EFL classroom, language is not only the 
objective of learning but also the medium of teaching. So, the proper 
use of teacher talk will have a positive or negative effect on language 
learners' language output.  
  
According to some scholars (Xuewen, 2003; Weidong & Ming, 
1998),teacher talk is regarded as a special simplified code with double 
features. The first one refers to the form of teacher talk, such as the 
speed, pause, repetition, modifications of teacher talk. The second one, 
which refers to the features of the language that teachers use to organize 
and control classes, includes the following aspects: the quality and 
quantity of teacher talk; the questions teachers use; interactional 
modifications and teachers’ feedback. In China, some scholars call the 
first one “the formal features of teacher talk” and the second one 
“thefunctional features of teacher talk” (Xuewen, 2003). 
The teacher talk is the kind of language used by the teacher for 
intruction in the classroom. In a specific way, Ellis (1994) defines 
teacher talk as the important that teachers use when addressing L2 
student in the classroom. In trying to communicate with students, the 
teacher usually simplifies their speech. It gives many characteristics of 
foreigner and other simplified style of speech addressed to language 
students (Richards cited in Xiao-Yan,2006). Ellis (1985) cited in Xiao-
Yan (2006) supports this statement through his comment that “the 
language that teacher adrresses to L2 student is treated as register, with 
its own specific formal and linguistic properties. 
Teacher talk is an important input in teaching and learning 
process. It because teacher have two tasks in the language classroom 
(Allwright and Bailey ,1991). The first task is to offer enough high-
quality English language input and the second task is to offer more 
  
opportunities for students to use the target language (Xiao-Yen,2006). 
In addition, Allwright and Bailey (1991) quoted in Blake (1990) reveal  
for the class discourse moves, there are usually restricted to the teacher: 
structuring, soliciting, and reacting. The last one is responding, which is 
typically students’ progress. 
Talk is one of the major ways for the teachers convey information 
to the students, and it’s also one of the primary means of controlling the 
students’ behavior. Since the teacher does too much talking, it will be 
useful for the teacher study their own talk. Sinclair and Brazil in Mat 
Daud (2001) stated that in order to monitor their own talk performance, 
teacher should study their talk. Furthermore, Lynch quoted by Mat 
Daud (2001), mention that there are at least three main reasons for the 
growing interest in ways of teachers talk to the language students: 
a. People have recognized the vital link between comprehension and 
progress in the foreign language. 
b. The studies of classroom language have shown that certain aspects of 
teacher talk such as: the way we ask the question; the influence way 
the students use the language. 
c. The relation that it is not easy for the students to understand what the 
teacher do is currently trying to focus on their attention. 
2. The Types of Teacher Talk  
Interaction analysis has been made to investigate the performance 
of teacher students as well as the role of input and interaction (Richard, 
2003). The most famous and widely used one was proposed by Flanders 
  
in the 1960s. Flanders Interaction Analysis Categories (FIAC) is an 
analysis of teacher and students talk consisting of category system 
(Tsui, 1995). Flanders’ system is an observational tool used to clarify 
the verbal behavior of teacher and pupils as they interact in the 
classroom. Flanders’ instrument was designed to observe only the 
verbal communication in the classroom and non-verbal gestures are not 
taken into account.  
This research refers to Flanders’ Interaction Analysis, which 
categorized teacher talk that takes place in the classroom setting in 
seven. These seven categorizations are divided into two main 
categories: response and initiation Flanders (1989). It will show in a 
table. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2.1 
Flanders Interaction Analysis Categories (FIAC) 
Teacher Talk 
 
  
Teacher 
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1.  Accepts Feeling: accepts and clarifies the feeling 
tone of the students in a non-threatening manner. 
Feelings may be positive or negative. Predicting 
or recalling feelings are included. 
2. Praises or Encourages: praises or encourages 
student action or behavior. Joke that release 
tension, not at the expense of another individual, 
nodding head or saying, “um hm?” or “go on” are 
included. 
3.  Accepts or uses the ideas of student: clarifying, 
building or developing ideas suggested by a 
student. As a teacher brings more of his own ideas 
into play, shift to category five. 
4.  Asks the questions: asking a question about 
content or procedure with the intent that a student 
answers. 
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5.  Teaching: giving facts or opinions about content 
or procedure expressing own ideas, asking 
rhetorical questions. 
6.  Giving direction: directions, commands or orders 
to which a student is expected to comply. 
7.  Criticizing or justifying authority: statements 
intended to change student behavior from non-
acceptable to acceptable pattern; bawling 
someone out; stating why the teacher’s doing 
what he is doing; extreme self-reference. 
 
There are two implementation from the table : 
a. Response 
This category is subcategorizing into four: accepting feeling, 
encouragement, accepting or using the ideas of students, and asking 
questions. These subcategories are described as follows: 
1) Accepts feeling. Accepts and clarifies are attitudes or feeling tones of a 
student in a non-threatening manner. It may be positive or negative 
feelings. Predicting and recalling feeling is included. 
  
2) Praises or encourage. Praise or encourages student action or behavior. 
Jokes that release tension, but not at the expense of another individual: 
nodding head, or saying ‘um hm?’ or ‘go on’ are included. 
3)  Accepts or uses the idea of students. Clarifying, building or 
developing ideas is suggested by a student. Teacher extensions of 
student’s ideas are included, but the teacher brings more of his own 
idea. 
4) Asks questions. Asking a question about content or procedure based on 
teacher ideas, with an intent that a student will answer. 
b. Initiation  
Initiation is another sort of teacher talk, which is categorized into 
three classifications: teaching, giving directions, and criticizing or 
justifying authority 
1) Teaching. Giving facts or opinions about the content or procedures: 
expressing teacher’s own ideas, giving a teacher’s own explanation or 
citing an authority other than a student. 
2) Giving direction. Direction, commands or orders to which a student is 
expected to comply. 
3) Criticizing or justifying authority. Statements intended to change 
students behavior from non-acceptable to acceptable pattern; bawling 
someone out; stating why the teacher is doing what he is doing; 
extreme self-defense. 
 
  
b. Student talk 
Students talk can be used by the students to express their own 
ideas, initiate new topics, and develop their own opinions. As the result, 
their knowledge will develop. Students talk will show the activity 
concentration of the students to their teaching learning activity. 
FIAC (1987) classifies student talk into three categories; they are 
responding to the teacher, initiating talks and silence or confusion. The 
description is as follow: 
- Student talk-response. Talk by students in response to teacher. The 
teacher initiates the contact or solicits student statement or structures 
the situation. Freedom to express own ideas is limited. 
-  Student talk-initiation. Talk with students which they initiate. 
Expressing own ideas; initiating a new topic; freedom to develop 
opinions and a line of thought, like asking thoughtful questions: 
going beyond the existing structure. 
- Silent or confusion. Pauses, short periods of silence, and periods of 
confusion in which communication cannot be understood by the 
observer. 
 
 
 
 
Table 2.2 
Flanders Interaction Analysis Categories (FIAC) 
  
Student Talk 
 
 
 
 
Student 
talk 
1. Student talks-response: a student makes a predictable 
response to the teacher. The teacher initiates the contact or 
solicits student statement and sets limits to what the students 
say. 
2. Student talk-initiation: talk by students, which they 
initiate. Unpredictable statements in response to teacher. A 
shift from 8 to 9 as student introduces own ideas. 
3.  Silence or confusion: pauses, short periods of silence, and 
periods of confusion in which communication cannot be 
understood by the observer. 
 
B. Teacher Talking Time (TTT) and Student Talking Time (STT) 
Teachers spend a lot of time at school, both inside and outside of the 
classroom, engage in talking (Allwright and Bailey, 1991). Talking is a tool for 
teaching. There are many forms of language that teachers usually use in school 
such as greeting, gaining students’ attention, encouraging, reassuring, asking 
questions, reminding, recounting, events, tell a story, negotiating, explaining, 
summarizing, persuading, directing, answering, describing, reporting, 
commenting, and many others. Ernest (1998) quoted by Gibb (1999) reveals that 
through lecturing, explaining a grammatical rule, leading drill work, or asking 
  
questions to the whole class, teachers do most of the talking, as much as 75 % of 
the talking time. Therefore, teacher talk is vied as Teacher Talking Time (TTT). 
Many TEFL articles and journals suggest reducing Teacher Talking Time 
and increasing opportunities for STT. Dellar (2011) in his article says that 
potential teachers are told to ask questions rather than give explanations in order 
to increase opportunities for Student Talking Time (STT), and to use gestures to 
replace unnecessary Teacher Talking Time. Furthermore, Hubbard (1998) as 
quoted by Gibb (1999) suggests that by using various stages of language 
instruction as a guide, teachers can anticipate the level of Teacher Talking Time 
a follow: 
1. At the presentation stages, the teacher is firmly in control and going most (if 
not all) of the talking. 
2.  At controlled practice stage, the teacher remains in control. At this stage, 
Student Talking Time is equal to or greater than Teacher Talking Time. 
3.  At free practice, the teacher relaxes control. Student Talking Time will be 
much greater than Teacher Talking Time, and the teacher will only intervene 
if a serious problem arises. 
In addition, Walsh (2006) proposes in his article that the notion of high and 
low Teacher Talking Time are far too simplistic: instead of getting trainees to 
reduce their teacher talk. Teacher trainers should be concerned to make teacher 
trainees more aware of the effect of teacher talk on opportunities for learning and 
encourage Quality Teacher Talk (QTT). Thus, reducing Teacher Talking Time is 
not only the way to get students talking. 
  
Peltzman (2010) reveals that by dividing up the class into small group 
discussion, the teacher can greatly maximize Student Talking Time in the 
classroom and minimize Teacher Talking Time. For example, if the teacher 
gives each student equal opportunity to speak during a 60-minute class, each 
student will actually speak English in four minutes (60 minutes divided by 15 
students). It is in line with Hidalgo (2003) who argues that the classroom time 
should be broken down into the following proportion: 90 % for students talking, 
8 % of teacher talking, and 2 % for students writing in a notebook. Meanwhile, 
based on Gibbs methods (1999) an ideal proportion of teacher talking time is 30 
%, while the proportion of students talking time is 70 %. 
At the simplest level, teacher talk time (TTT) refers to how much the 
teacher talks during a lesson. However, this will vary according to the stage of 
the lesson. For example, the teacher needs to speak more when providing 
explanations of and examples for the target language early in the lesson. 
Elsewhere he may speak less as students need ample opportunity to practice the 
new material. Overall, however, the teacher should roughly limit his speaking to 
20% to 30% of the class time, with the remainder devoted to speaking/use of the 
language by the students. 
On the other hand, Student Talk Time (STT) should be around 80% during 
the course of the lesson. Their use of the language should further promote 
qualitative thought. For example, this means that choral drills, substitution drills, 
and other exercises remain important because students need these activities to 
become familiar with and absorb the target language. However, too many drills 
  
or other, similar activities result in students who switch off their brains. The fail 
to critically observe, analyze, and practice with the new language. 
Talk time by the teacher and students accomplishes the following: 
1. It allows the teacher to restrict his speaking to vital areas of the lesson. When 
he then speaks, students know the information is important. They listen more 
attentively and work harder to successfully process the information. 
2. Students get to speak more. When students speak more, they have increased 
opportunities to become familiar with the new material. 
3.  Students have more chances to experiment with and personalize the 
language. They can mix previous vocabulary and grammar structures with 
the target language of the lesson, as well as steer conversations towards their 
individual interests. 
4.  As students speak more, they must also rely on their skills. For example, if 
two students fail to understand one another, they must work together to 
repair the miscomprehension. This better prepares the class for the real 
world, where they can't rely on the teacher for help. 
5.  As the teacher speaks less, students have added opportunity for interest and 
challenge. For example, think back to your life as a student. Which classes 
did you enjoy the most, ones with a long lecture or ones that allowed active 
engagement? 
From the above five points, it should be clear that the class greatly 
benefits from limited talking by the teacher. What's more, these are but a few of 
the positives available with low Teacher Taking Time. 
  
C. Level and Types of Classroom Interaction 
Barker (1982:8) divides the classroom interaction into four levels. They 
are: intrapersonal, interpersonal, group, and cultural interaction. Interpersonal 
interaction is an interaction which takes places within the individual. In the 
classroom, self to self-interaction will take one of two forms that is teacher to 
self or student to self. In each case, interaction occurs within a single teacher or 
single student. There are two characteristics of interpersonal interaction. Fist, the 
originator and the responder are within the same individual. Consequently, 
correction of errors must be made by the individual involved in intrapersonal 
interaction, there is little problem in misinterpretation of language symbol. The 
example of intrapersonal interaction is a student who mumbles to himself. 
Different with intrapersonal interaction, intrapersonal interaction need 
two individuals an originator and a responder (Barker, 1982:12). Interpersonal 
interaction may occur in any face to face encounter and is an important medium 
of interaction in the classroom. The three form of interpersonal interaction in the 
classroom are teacher to student, student to teacher, and student to student. At 
this level interaction, the message is transmitted to a student by the teacher, to 
the teacher by a particular student, or from one student to another student 
respectively. Concerning with the third level and type of classroom interaction, 
Barker (1982:13) states that group interaction is more frequently used in the 
classroom than any other single level of interaction. It involves the interaction 
between the teacher and several students, between several students and the 
teacher, or between student and several students. Example of group interaction 
in the classroom is group or class discussion, class recitation and activities 
  
involving group project. The group interaction level is different from any other 
levels of interaction in that the flow of message may be very irregular and have 
no definite pattern. Spontaneity is a key to successful group interaction, but such 
spontaneity makes it difficult for the speaker to organize the message and the 
listener to understand the message.  
The last level and types of classroom interaction, Barker (1982:13) states 
that in cultural interaction, the originator of the message is often unknown. In 
most of form of cultural interaction, there are number of originators who have 
helped to shape the cultural message. The rules of the school, rules in the 
discussions, laws, superstitious beliefs, folkways, cultural costumes, and art are 
all examples of the originators who have helped to shape the cultural message in 
cultural interaction. In the classroom interaction, culture can function as the 
originator I self to self, teacher to students or student to students‟ interaction.  
Classroom interaction will occur if teacher and students interact at each 
other. Interaction that occurs in the classroom will be described depending on 
the dominant types of interaction. According to Avarca (2004), there are three 
dominant types of interaction including teacher-dominated, teacher centered, and 
the students-centered. In teacher-dominated, the teacher takes much time to talk 
and the students do not have more change to talk in the classroom interaction. In 
teacher-centered, the teacher controls the student to participate at the classroom 
interaction. Meanwhile, in students-centered, the teacher is as facilitator and the 
students are more active in the classroom interaction. 
On the other hand, Dagarin (2004) contends that there are five types of 
interaction that occur in the classroom, as the follows:  
  
1. Teacher-whole class 
Teacher-whole class means that the teacher stimulates the students to 
talk, and the classroom interaction is controlled by the teacher. Tang (2010) 
contend that is most of the EFL classroom context, the teacher always 
initiates this type of classroom interaction by asking questions, and the 
students responds to the teachers’ questions. It means that in teacher-whole 
class interaction, the teacher has to stimulate the students to talk by asking 
some questions orally. 
2. Teacher-a group of students 
The common activity that is in this interaction is the teacher gives a 
taskthat has to be discussed in the group. It means that the students who are 
in groupdiscuss what the teacher wants to do for them. In addition, 
interaction betweenteacher and group of students is like helping other 
students who do not understandyet at the discussed materials, and 
controlling the interaction in order to preventing uncontrolled classroom. 
3. Student-student 
This interaction facilitates the student to exchange information and 
ideasabout the materials that they get. It will increase their learning since 
they do collaboratively. Rivera (2010) contends that most of interaction 
between studentstudent in EFL context is a dialogue where the students have 
prepared the dialogue to practice it in the classroom. It means that the most 
activity that acquires the students to do collaboratively in students’ book is 
making a dialogue to practice it in the classroom. This activity requires the 
  
students to exchange their ideas or add some information to make their 
dialogue perfect that reflect real life context. 
Besides that, the students who do not understand yet at trait materials 
can ask other students to answer or help them in understanding the material. 
It means that if the students do not understand, they will feel freedom to ask 
whatever he wants to ask since they interact at each other.  
 
4. Students-students 
This interaction will give advantage for the students since they will feel 
freedom to talk at each other. Ur (1996) insists that there are many patterns 
of classroom interaction, such as group work, closed-ended teacher 
questioning, individual work, choral responses, collaboration, teacher 
initiates and student answers, full-class interaction, teacher talk, self-access 
and open ended teacher questioning. 
5. Students-teacher 
This interaction will encourage the teacher giving information and 
feedback, and the students asking a question about material that they do not 
understand yet. Asking question is the most common activity that the 
students do for their teacher. 
Based on the explanation above, the researcher concludes that the teacher 
has to use their role in the classroom maximally. It means that the teacher can 
make the students active in the classroom if the teacher initiates them by praising 
them, clarifying the students’ opinion, asking question, giving direction, etc. 
D. Review of Related Research 
  
There are also some related research about teacher’s and student’s talk in 
classroom interaction. In this research, the researcher focuses on the analysis of 
teacher’s talk and student’s talk in classroom interaction. The researcher used 
thesis and journal that have similarities and differences with the researcher’s 
thesis. There are two related research used in this research; 
The first is from Rezki Firdaus (2016) from English Education 
Department School of Postgraduate Studies Indonesia University of Education 
about The Analysis of Teacher Talk and Student Talk in the Classroom 
Interaction (A Descriptive Study at 1st Grade Islamic Senior High School in 
Margahayu). The objective of research to describe types of teacher talk and 
student talk occurs in classroom interaction. The result of the shows that all the 
teacher talk categories revealed that asking questions and lecturing was found as 
the most frequently used. In terms of student talk, student talk response and 
initiation were revealed in this research. 
The second is from Journal English and Education 2013, 1 (1), 163-172 
from Rini Triani Pujiastuti about Classroom Interaction: An Analysis of Teacher 
Talk and Student talk in English for Young Students (EYL). The result indicate 
that all of the teacher talk categories of FIAC were revealed covering giving 
direction, lecturing, asking questions, using student’s ideas, praising, criticizing 
student’s behavior and accepting feelings. However, giving direction and 
lecturing were found as the most frequently used categories among all. 
The present research has differences with some pervious study. The first 
pervious study by Rezki Firdaus (2016) which only analyze the teacher talk and 
student talk in the classroom interaction and advantages and dissadvantages, but 
  
the present study only analyze teacher and student talk types in the classroom 
interaction. The second pervious study by Rini Triani Pujiastuti, she studied to 
describe the teacher talk and student talk in English for young student and she 
presented the investigation on the realization of verbal classroom interaction, 
types of teacher talk, teacher talk implication student’s motivation, student talk, 
and teacher’s roles in a classroom interaction. And it is also found that student’s 
initiation were revealed in this study. The present research just analyzed the 
teacher and student talk in the classroom interaction. And the subject in the 
present research is student senior high school, not young student. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
In this research, the researcher took a certain procedure covering six 
components. They are Type of Research Design, Research Setting, Subject of research, 
Data and Source Data, Technique of Collecting Data, Technique of Analyzing Data and 
The Trustworthiness of the Data. 
A. Types of Research Design  
The type of this research used descriptive qualitative method. It is called 
descriptive qualitative method because it just collects the data, classifies them, then 
analyzes them and finally draws conclusion about the data, it is not necessary to 
draw general conclusion (Hadi, 1983: 3). 
In this research, the researcher describes the phenomena from the data, 
analyzing them, then drawing the conclusion in line with Surakhmad (1998: 139-
140) descriptive research is a type of research using technique of searching, 
collecting, classifying, analyzing the data, and finally drawing the conclusion. 
Additionally the researcher describes the data information in form of words and 
sentences. It refers to Sutopo’s theory that in qualitative research, the data collected 
usually in the forms of words, sentences or pictures.  
Qualitative research involves data collection procedures that result primarily 
in open-ended, non-numerical data which is then analyzed primarily by non-
statistical methods (Zoltan Dornyei, 2007: 2). 
 
  
  
B. Research Setting 
1. Place  
It is important to the researcher to know, to determine the research, and 
to limit the place in conducting the research to make the research easier. In 
this study, the researcher carried out at MAN 1 Surakarta which is located at.  
It is located in Jl. Sumpah Pemuda 25 Kadipiro, Surakarta 57127.  
2. Time 
The research conduct for about 6 months, started on April 2018 until 
September 2018. 
C. The Subject of Research 
In this study, the subject of the research is the teacher and students of 
English class of the tenth grade IPA 6 in MAN 1 Surakarta in academic year 
2017/1018. There is one class consist of 30 students. The researcher choosed one 
of English teacher as favorite teacher in MAN 1 Surakarta. The researcher 
focused on teacher’s talk and students’ talk in the classroom interaction in 
English class.  
The researcher used purposive sampling to choose the student to be 
interviewed or participant. Patton (2002) defines purposive sampling as the 
technique that is used in qualitative research. This technique used for 
identification and selection of information-rich cases for the most effective use 
of limited resources. 
 
  
D. Data and Source of the Data 
  
The data source in the descriptive qualitative research can be humans, 
events or activities, place or location, things, various picture and records, 
documents, and archives (Sutopo, 2002:50). Data refers to the answer of the 
research question. Bogdan and Biklen, (1998:106) define data as the rough 
materials researchers collect from the world they are studying. Data include 
materials the people doing the study actively record, such as video transcripts, 
and interview. In this research, the researcher used qualitative data based on the 
data from field and other source. 
The data of the study belong to descriptive-qualitative data. Those data 
were the interaction conducted by teacher and student during the teaching-
learning process in the classroom, the aspects of interaction in the classroom and 
the pattern of interaction which occurred during the English class. In this 
research there were two forms of the data. The first data are gathered from the 
video record of observations. The second data are interview of the teacher and 
the student that was recorded by the researcher during conduct interview to 
support the main data. Data source is a source which data is taken from. The 
source of the data is very significant in the research, because the researcher was 
not enabling to get information without the source of data. In this study the 
sources of the data got from:  
a. Teacher who taught English in Tenth grade IPA 6 students of MAN 1 
Surakarta, the name is Mr.Syarif Hidayatullah  
b. Female Students of Tenth Grade X IPA 6 students of MAN 1 Surakarta.  
Since the study in directed to describe about the classroom interaction, 
the subject of the study are taken from the English class. The selected students as 
  
the subject of the study are those female students in class X IPA 6. In this case 
the researcher does not involve boys’ students as the subject of the study, 
because in this school between boys and girls students are separated and teach 
by different teacher. Here are the following reasons to involve female students as 
the subject of the study: first, taking consideration into the classroom teacher 
female classroom are more active talking in the conducting interaction than boys 
students, and the second, consideration the class was conductive and 
communicative. Based on that all suggestions the researcher take consideration 
to use the girls or female students as the subject of this study. 
E. The Technique of Collecting Data 
There are several ways in collecting information which are used to 
collect data, such as documents, observation, interviews, visual material, etc 
(Creswell, 003: 186). The data of the present study are collected through the two 
following methods, doing observation in the classroom and conducting 
interview.  
1. Classroom Observation 
Observation is a method of data collection in which researcher 
comes to the field to observe what is going on in the field. According to 
Ary et al (2010: 431) define that observation is a basic method for 
obtaining data in qualitative. The qualitative research goal is complete 
description of behavior in a specific setting rather than a numeric 
summary of occurrence or duration of observed behaviors. For doing 
observation the observer directly observed the classroom, and took notes 
on the relevant events while the teaching-learning process was going on. 
  
In the meantime, video recording of the whole proceeding was also 
made to acquire more complete data about the classroom process. In 
collecting the data, the researcher conducted non-participant 
observation, in which the researcher as the passive participant. It means 
that the researcher didn’t involve herself in the subject activities in the 
classroom. The data concerning teacher talk and learner talk in the 
classroom interaction were collected by doing classroom observation 
and video record, which was the most widely used instrument in 
collecting data about all kinds of classroom verbal and non-verbal 
behavior. 
2. Interview  
Interview is data collection method in which there is a dialogue 
between an interviewer and interviewee which talk about the content of 
observation. Ary et al (2010: 438) stated that interview may provide 
information that cannot be obtained through observation, or they can be 
used to verify observations. Based on the objective of research, it can be 
used to validate the data from the observation. According to Ary et al 
(2010: 438), there are three kinds of interview as follows:  
a. Free or unguided interview. In this method the interviewer carries out 
the interview without any systematically plan of question as the guided 
line to handle it.  
b. Guided interview. Here the interviewer carries out the interview by 
using a set of questions that planed systematically as the guided line for 
having the interview.  
  
c. Free guide interview. The interviewer uses a set of questions and each 
question in developed to gain details information. 
Based on the method of interview explained above, the researcher 
uses free guided interview. In this research, before conducting interview 
the researcher brings general idea by some questions that were prepared 
before. The structure of the interview is developed prior to the interview. 
For the instrument of collecting data the researcher make an interview 
guide. Interview guide is list of question that is formulated by researcher 
used to get information needed for the research through interview 
between interviewer and interviewee. In order to get validity and 
credibility of the instrument, the researcher asks help to the expert 
lecturer to validate the interview guide. In this time Arina Rohmatika, 
S.Pd., M.Pd. (the advisor) was chosen to be validator of my instrument. 
 
    
F. Data Coding 
The interaction analysis system involves the identification of analysis of 
talk in the classroom in terms of the coding and categorization of utterances 
according to nine pe-arranged categories. After completing the transcription, the 
observer coded each number of utterances into the category based on Flanders’ 
Interaction Analysis Categories (FIAC). As mention before, the coding process 
involved two coder then independently coded the transcripts based on the 
following procedures. 
 Table 3.1 
  
Coding Procedure Flanders Interaction Analysis Categories (FIAC) 
Category 
 
G: General  
1: Accept Feelings  
2: Praises or Encourages  
3: Accepts or Uses Idea of 
Student  
4: Asks A Question  
5: Lecture  
6&7: Gives direction & 
Criticized or Justifying 
Authority  
8&9: Student Response & 
Student Initiated  
10: Silence or Confusion  
 
G. Technique of Analyzing Data 
The researcher uses an interactive of analysis that includes three main 
components, namely the data reduction, the display of data, and conclusion 
drawing and verification (Sugiyono, 2015:337) 
1. Data reduction 
  
Data reduction is a form of analysis that sharpened sorts, focuses, 
discards and organizes data in such as way that final conclusion can be 
drawn and verified. The selected data in this study were data which referred 
to the proposed research question. Thus, the selected data deals with the 
main data (the interactions between teacher and students conducted in the 
classroom during the teaching learning process, which is identify the aspects 
of interaction) and the additional data (the classroom organization, classroom 
activity, and the problem in the classroom during the teaching learning 
process and others). 
2.  Data display 
After data reduction the next step in analyzing the data is data display. 
Data display is a form of analysis that describes what is happening in the 
natural setting, it will help with the video recording during the process of 
classroom interaction, so that it finally can help the researcher to drawn a 
final conclusion. From the video recording, the researcher will do the 
transcript and after that the researcher makes coding to find the types of 
teacher and the students talk. The process of display the data are based on the 
formulation of the research problem. It is about what types of the teacher talk 
and students talk in classroom interaction, the aspects of classroom 
interaction that includes the teacher talk and the students talk. The most 
frequent form of data display in the study is in the form of descriptive or 
narrative texts. After displaying the data, a conclusion is drawn. 
3. Conclusion drawing and verification  
  
This is the last step of data analysis that is Drawing Conclusion or 
Interpretation. Here, the researcher begins to see what is in the data. The 
researcher examines all entries with the same code and then merges these 
categories and finding the connection among categories. Then, it continues to 
tell the stories and to make connections among stories. The researcher begins 
to make meaning of the categories and themes to connect them. So, we can 
get the idea from this step. 
Conclusion drawing involves reflecting about the words and acts of the 
study’s participant and abstracting important understanding from them. In this 
case, the researcher writes not only what he has seen each day during 
observation but also his interpretation of his observation (Sutopo, 2002: 93). 
The researcher makes generalization based on the connections and 
common aspects among the categories. The conclusion in qualitative 
research is a new discovery that can be an answer of the research problem. 
The conclusion is in the form of description of the object of this study. 
Finally, in this step the researcher can get the result and conclusion of the 
research. 
H. The Trustworthiness of the Data 
Every study needs a validity to prove the evidence of the result correctly. 
As stated by Alwasilah (2002: 169), correctness and honesty in a description, 
conclusion, explanation, interpretation, and all kinds of report can be called 
validity. Fraenkel, Wallen, and Hyun (2012: 458) explain that “In qualitative 
research, validity refers to the appropriateness, meaningfulness, and usefulness 
of the inferences researchers make based specifically on the data they collect, 
  
while reliability refers to the consistency of these inferences over time, location, 
and circumstances”. From the validity and the reliability, the result of the study 
can be avoided from hesitancy or threats about the data that are collected tend to 
be accurate or inaccurate and complete or incomplete.  
Based on Denzin (1978) cited in Miles and Huberman (1994: 267) 
reveals that there are four kinds of triangulation techniques, they are: (1) source 
or data triangulation, (2) investigator triangulation, (3) theoretical triangulation, 
(4) methodological triangulation.  
In this study, the researcher uses two kinds of triangulation. Those are 
Methodological Triangulation and Data Sources Triangulation. These can be 
explained as follows:  
 
 
1. Source of data triangulation 
Source of data triangulation is a process in which various sources 
of data are collected. The variety of source can refer to time, space, 
and person (Denzin, 1978). In this present study, the source of data 
refers to person; they were the teacher and the students. The data 
triangulation for the study was done by analyzing the teacher’s talk 
and students’ talk in the classroom interaction.  
2. Methodological triangulation  
Methodological triangulation is a process in which various 
methods are used to measure the same unit (Denzin, 1978). In the 
present study, methodological triangulation will be done by 
  
employing different method of collecting data, they are: observation 
and supported by interview. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter presents the research findings and discussion deal with the data has been 
investigated and taken from video recording and the interviews. The finding and discussions is 
to answer the research questions of the chapter I. In order to answer the research questions 
the data gained from video recording and supported by interviews. 
A. Research Finding  
The researcher collected the data from the video recorder of classroom interaction 
in 3 times of meeting. There were 3 videos that analyzed using the theory of teacher’s talk 
and students’ talk by Flander. From the videos that had been analyzed by researcher, the 
types of teacher’s talk in the classroom interaction found in the videos were accepts 
feelings, praises or encourages, accepts or uses the ideas of students, ask questions, 
teaching or lecturing, giving directions and criticizing or justifying authority. Furthermore, 
the types of students’ talk found in the videos were student response, student initiation 
and student silence or confusion.  
Almost all types of teacher’s talk and students’ talk in the classroom interaction were 
found in the videos. However, the amount of each types was different. The types of 
teacher’s talk dominant in ask questions and the types of students’ talk dominant in 
student response. The order types from the most dominant to the least were ask question, 
student response, accepts or uses ideas of students, accept feelings, giving direction, 
student confusion, praises or encourages, teaching or lecturing, student initiation, 
criticizing or justifying authority.  
  
In this case, the researcher found that the dominant types of teacher’s talk and 
students’ talk were ask questions and student response. It has been found that there was 
less response of students to the teacher when the teacher did not ask the students. The 
more teachers asked, the more students respond. The students would not respond the 
teacher if the teacher only focused on teaching or lecturing. The teacher has the important 
role in teaching and learning process moreover in the classroom interaction. 
The researcher showed the result of analysis as the findings using the table of 
componential. The table also used coding in order to make easier of description. The table 
as follows;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.1 
Flander Interaction Analysis Category (FIAC) 
TEACHER’s TALK 
Types of TT O 1 O 2 O 3 Total 
In d
ir
ec
t 
in
fl
u
e n
c e 
1. AF (a)109,131 (a)95,125,143 (a)29,115 7 
  
2. PE (a)111,115,140 (a)23,47,102,1
45 
(a)91,163,171,
225 
11 
3. AI (a)17,32,34,64,66
,68,74,78 
(a)17,21,23,47
,55 
(a)43,113,245 16 
4. AQ (a)7,15,38,42,64,
66,68,74,78,84,99 
(a)15,29,31,33
,35,37,39,41,4
3,53,75,77,79,
87,91,101,105,
107,131,147 
(a)23,27,31,33
,35,41,45,52,5
6,58,60,64,89,
93,95,101,107,
133,131,147 
56 
D
ir
ec
t 
In
fl
u
en
ce
 
5. T (a)62,125,127,13
3 
(a)71 (a)135,179,18
3,229,235,239,
241 
12 
6. GD (a)11,26,44,70,91
,107 
(a)25,45,133,1
37 
(a)19,21,84,18
9,195,213 
16 
7. CJ - (a)67 (a)205,209,21
5,233,259  
6 
The table above found that the most dominant types of teacher’s talk in indirect influence 
was accepts or using ideas of the students (AI). The amounts of AI in the O 1 (Observation 1) 
were 8 acts, in the O 2 were 5 acts and in the O 3 were 3 acts. The total of AI was 16 acts. From 
the total of AI above, type AI become the most dominant types of teacher’s talk in indirect 
influence. Furthermore, in indirect influence, the lowest type of teacher’s talk was accepts 
feelings (AF). The amount of AF in the O 1 were 2 acts, in the O 2 were 5 acts and in the O 3 
were 2 acts, so that, the total of AF based on three observations were 7 acts. 
The most dominant types of teacher’s talk in direct influence were ask questions (AQ). It 
has been the most dominant of teacher’s talk with the amount of AQ in totally were 56 acts, 11 
acts in O 1, 20 acts in O 2 and 25 acts in O 3. Furthermore, the lowest type found in criticizing 
or justifying (CJ). Criticizing or justifying authority was not found in O 1 but, in O 2 there found 
1 act and in O 3 there were 5 acts. From the table above, the ask questions have been the most 
dominant type in teacher’s talk.it would be important thing in the classroom interaction in 
  
teaching-learning process. It means that teacher not only gives the theories to the students in 
teaching-learning process but, teacher involving the students to be active in speaking through 
asking questions. 
Table 4.2 
Flander Interaction Analysis Category (FIAC) 
STUDENTS’ TALK 
Types of ST O 1 O 2 O 3 Total 
8. SR (a)8,12,16,18,20,22
,24,27,29,31,33,35,
37,39,43,45,49,51,
53,55,63,65,69,75,
83,85,92,114,124,1
30,137 
(a)20,22,24,30,3
2,34,36,38,40,4
2,46,48,54,56,6
8,72,76,78,80,8
8,92,102,106,10
8,132,148 
(a)28,30,32,34,3
6,42,55,57,59,6
1,65,90,94,96,1
08,110,136,138,
154,156,168,17
0,180,182,184,2
08,244 
85 
9. SI - (a)18,26,120 (a)50,194,226, 
228,248 
8 
10. SC (a)61,76,71,112 (a)16,44,58,60,7
0 
(a)46,24,48,53,1
02,106,134 
16 
The table above found that types of students’ talk in the classroom interaction was 
dominant in student response (SR). The total of the student response were 85 acts taken from 
3 observations. The student has been active to response the teacher during teaching-learning 
process moreover, when the teacher gave them questions. Almost all students paid attention 
to the teacher, although they were not understood about the theories. Students gave response 
to the teacher; it might be positive or negative. 
The table above also found that the types of students’ talk in the classroom interaction 
with the lowest total of act were in student initiation (SI). The total of the student initiation 
were only 8 acts taken from three observations. Almost all students still afraid to talk they 
initiations during teaching learning process. The student’s just response what they understood 
  
and they did not asked some initiation over the theories. So those, the total of student 
initiation were lowest in types of students’ talk. 
B. DISCUSSION 
1. Data from video recording according  
a. Types of teacher’s talk in classroom interaction 
Teacher’s talk in this research is categorized according to Flanders’ 
Interaction Analysis Categorizes (FIAC). Based on FIAC system, teacher’s talk is 
categorized into seven steps as follows: accepts feelings, praises or encourages, 
accepts or uses the ideas of students, asks questions, teaching or lecturing, giving 
direction and criticizing or justifying authority. 
1. Accepts Feelings 
Accepts feeling was the first type of responding student’s talk in FIAC system. 
Through this method, the teacher accepts and clarifies an attitude or the feeling of student 
in non-threatening manner. During the observation and video recorded, the teacher never 
mocks or refuses the students’ unacceptable behaviors in threatening manner. Accepts 
feelings in this case, trough 3 meetings of observations, there found 7 acts in total 
observations. It has been types of teacher’s talk with the lowest quantity in those 
observations. 
The teacher accepted feelings have been the lowest happened during the teaching-
learning process in the classroom interaction observations that have been done by the 
researcher because, the students rarely answered the teacher’s questions uncorrected. 
Almost all students understood of what the teacher told during the lesson. The amount of 
accept feeling found in O 1 were 2 acts, 3 acts in O 2 and 2 acts in O 3, the total were 7 
acts in three observations. As an example, in O 1 (a)109, 
                             Student : to find information to .... 
  
Teacher : (laughing) berarti apa ? what the english of bagian ? apa? (accept 
feeling) 
 
From the example above, the student couldn’t answer the question from the 
teacher but, the teacher respond it by laughing. It means that the teacher never 
refuse the uncorrected answer from the students especially when the student 
confuses about the theory. In O 1 (a)131, 
Teacher : percaya diri apa ? convident apa convidence ? 
Student : ce (student response) 
Teacher : ce or te ? (jokes) (accept feelings) 
 
When a student could not answer the given question, the teacher accepted it by 
humorous way. The teacher never angry with the students when they could not 
answer the given question from the teacher and the teacher respected to the 
students even if the students could not answer the given questions. As an 
another example, in O 2, (a)95,  
Teacher : shape nya shape nya, bentuknya? 
Student : bulat ustadz 
Teacher : ada yang kotak ? ada yang di gantung nggak ? (accept feelings) 
Student : yaaah ustadz, di gantung (jokes) 
 
The teacher accepted every student’s answer even if it was uncorrected answer. 
The teacher always kept the students enjoyed with the class. Another example 
in O 2, (a)143 
Teacher : happy bisa nggak? 
  
Student : enggak 
Teacher : happy itu apa? 
Student : senang 
Teacher : lainnya (accept feelings) 
Student : preety 
The example above means that the teacher accepts feelings from the student’s 
uncorrected answer by using word ‘another’. The teacher did not blame the 
students when the student gave the uncorrected answer. In another example in 
O 2, (a)125 
Teacher : kalau suka ngantuk? Bahasa inggrisnya apa? 
Student : sleep 
Teacher : sleep apa sleepy? (accept feelings) 
Student : sleepy 
 
In this case also found that the teacher accepted feelings with gave the student 
choices between the true answer and the false answer. So, the students have 
chosen the true answer of choices from the teacher. In another case, in O 3, 
(a)29 and 115 
O 3 (a)29, 
Student : seharusnya .. seharusnya ustadz (student response) 
Teacher : yak, selain seharusnya apa? (accept feelings) 
Student : semestinya .. haruse.. kudune (student response) 
 
In that case, the teacher accepted feelings with asked “another answer?” With 
asked “another answer?” gave another students opportunity to answer the true 
answer from the given questions. The teacher also appreciated with all students’ 
  
answer and never blamed the student when the student could not answer the 
question from the teacher. It means that the student’s enjoyed the class and 
paid attention to the teacher during the lesson. In another case in O 3 (a)115, 
Teacher : advise , advise itu punya saudara, saudaranya apa?  
Student : advan (laughing) 
Teacher : okay, kalau yang present .. disini ya gapapa ya ? (accept feelings) 
present. Satu lagi aja satu lagi. Nomer abse, ii kan 18 to bulannya 10 to, 
yang merasa 18 kurangi 10 siapa ? 
In this case, the teacher accepted feelings with gave explanation from the 
uncorrected answer from the student who still confused with what the teacher 
said. It means that the teacher always respected all students’ answer even if it 
uncorrected answers. All data’s in O 1(a)109, 131 O 2 (a) 95, 143, 125, O3 (a)29, 
115. These data’s have been the lowest amount with the total seven acts in 
three observations.  
These findings are in line with Flanders Interaction Analysis Categorize 
(1989), which says that Accepts feeling is accepting and clarifying attitudes or 
feeling tones of a student in a non-threatening manner. It may be positives or 
negative feelings. Predicting and recalling are included. 
2.  Praises and Encourages 
Human being are universally driven to act, or behave, by the anticipation of 
some sort of reward-tangible or intangible, short term or long term- that will 
ensure as a result of the behavior (Skinner, cited in Brown, 1994). There are 
many ways in giving the rewards for students. As an example by saying ‘good’, 
‘that’s right’, ‘great’, etc. The example data was showed in O 2, act 146 
  
Teacher : how to spell pretty ?  
Student : P-R-E-T-T-Y  
Teacher : ok good!, you (praises) 
 
In this case, the teacher gave the student reward by using ‘ok good!’, it make 
the students fell enthusiast to answer every questions that given by the 
teacher. Another example in O 3, (a)91 
Student : sepotong, dua tangan peace (student response) 
Teacher : betul. (praises) sepotong apa ? piece of cake 
 
In  another case above, the teacher gave the student reward by using ‘betul’, it 
make the student happy because the student answer the true answer and got 
reward from the teacher. Not only ‘ok good and betul’ but also reward by 
saying ‘pinter’ given by the teacher in another case when the student answer 
the true answer from the question by the teacher. In O 3, (a)171 
Student : H-O-P-E (student response) 
Teacher : like this ?  
Student : yes (student response) 
Teacher : pinteerrr (praises) 
Student : yeeee 
Those are categorized as immediate reward. In this case, teacher like to give 
immediate verbal praise to student after they answer the teacher’s question 
but, the teacher also give nonverbal praise to the students like give them the 
thumb finger. In three observations, this types rarely exists in the classroom. 
  
Another data’s in (O 1, (a)111, 115, 140, O 2, (a)23, 47, 102, 146, O 3, 
(a)91,163,171,225) 
These findings are related to Flanders Interaction Analysis Categorize 
(1989), which says that Praises and encourages is praises or encourages 
student action or behavior. Jokes that release tension, but not at the expense 
of another individual: nodding head, or saying ‘um, hm?’ or ‘go on’ are 
included. 
 
 
3. Accepts or uses idea of students 
The third method of responding student’s talk is accepted or using the 
ideas of eared. By this way, the teacher clarifies, builds, interprets, summarizes 
and develops ideas suggested by a student. The ideas must be rephrased by the 
teacher, but still recognized as being student contribution. 
In this context, the teacher is rarely used this types. In this case, based 
on the data that has been found by the researcher in the classroom observation, 
the researcher was found that the students uses their ideas after the teacher ask 
question to them. As an example in O 1,(a)17: 
Teacher : siapa ? mbak Mika .... apa mbak Mika ? form itu apa ? (ask 
question) 
Student : .... atau sesuatu yang diisi dengan data.... (student response) 
Teacher : iya, pas pertama kalian masuk kesini kalian disuruh isi data nggak 
? (accepts or uses ideas of students) 
Student : iyaaaaa (serentak) (student response) 
  
 
In this case, the teacher gave the student question and then the student answer 
it incompletely and the teacher accept the students’ answer by developing the 
students’ answer.  
Another example in O 2, (a)21 and 23 
O 2 (a) 21,  
Teacher : to apa ? to tell ? apa to apa ? 
Student : to describe ustadz (student response) 
Teacher : ok, to describe apa ? (accept or uses ideas of student) 
 
O 2 (a) 23,  
Student : to describe something in general (student response) 
Teacher : to describe something in specific or general? (accept or uses ideas 
of student) 
 
The teacher only attempts to develop questions from students (O 1, 
(a)17, 32, 34, 64, 66, 68, 74, 78, 84, 99, O 2, (a)17,21,23,55,47, O 3,(a)43, 113, 
245). This type was rarely exists during the observations. This condition is caused 
by the student’s competence to express their ideas. They are still afraid to speak. 
These findings are related to Flanders Interaction Analysis Categorize 
(1989), which say that Accepts and uses the ideas of students is clarifying, 
building or developing ideas is suggested by a student’s ideas are included but 
the teacher brings more of his own ideas. 
4. Asks questions 
  
According to Long and Sato (cited in Chaudron, 1988), there are two 
types of the teachers’ questions. The first type is referential or genuine question. 
It is aimed at searching the genuine information. The teacher really does not 
know the fixed information he wants. The second type is display question. It is 
bringing student think about the subject under discussion. Display questions are 
commonly used by the teacher. 
Ask questions are the most often occur in the process of interaction in 
the classroom, most of the students talk begin when the teacher ask question to 
them. 
O 2, (a)33 
Teacher : marker. If you want tell about marker itu nanti termasuk report or 
descriptive?  (ask question) 
Student : report .. (student response) 
O 2, (a)29 
Teacher : kalo yang specific apa ? (ask question) 
Student : khusus ustadz (student response) 
O 2, (a)31 
Teacher : kalau kita mau mendiskripsikan ini apa ? (ask question) 
Student : spidol (student response) 
In this case, ask questions was the most exist in classroom interaction. The 
teacher used asks questions to developing the students’ speaking and make the 
students did not afraid to talk in the classroom. They mostly exist in the 
transcript (O 1, (a)7, 15, 38, 42, 54, 80, 82, 103, 113, O 2, (a)15, 29, 31, 33, 35, 
37, 39, 41, 43, 53, 75, 77, 79, 87, 91, 101, 105, 107, 131, 147 O 3,(a)23, 27, 31, 
  
35, 41, 45, 52, 56, 58, 60, 64, 89, 93, 95, 101, 107, 133, 137, 153, 155, 167, 181, 
207, 243) 
These findings are related to Flanders Interaction Analysis Categorize 
(1989), which says that Ask questions is asking a question about content or 
procedure is based on teacher ideas, with an intent that the student will answer. 
5.  Lecturing 
The fifth type of teacher’s talk is lecturing. This is a way of teacher 
giving facts, information, or opinions about the content or procedures, 
expressing his own ideas and giving own explanation. In this context, lecturing 
is often used by the teacher. It occurs when the teacher gives information or 
explanation about something that related to the content of the lesson. 
O 1 (a)62, 
Teacher : patient. Kalo dengan sabar itu patiently.(teaching or lecturing) 
Berarti patiently itu kata apa ? 
O 1,(a) 127, 
Teacher : kata apa ? kalo ada yang ce .. ce “dia orangnya sabar” berarti 
“she is a .. person”. Dia orangnya sabar. Malika orangnya baik, sabar , 
Malika is a good and  titik” girl, ce apa ce ? (teaching or lecturing) 
O 3, (a)179, 
Teacher : umpamanya kalian besuk ulangan, umpamanya kalian besuk ada 
ulangan matematika terus ada temenmu, temenmu itu belum begitu pinter, 
belum begitu bisa, so what will you say to your friend ? (teaching or 
lecturing) 
Student : you should study well (student response) 
  
In this case, teaching or lecturing rarely exist in classroom interaction 
because the teacher was changed it with gave questions to the student, so 
that the student more active and interactive in the classroom interaction with 
gave response to the teacher questions. They exist in (O 1,(a)62, 125, 127, 133, 
O 2,(a)71 O 3,(a)135, 179, 183, 229, 235, 239, 241) 
These findings are related to Flanders Interaction Analysis Categorize 
(1989), which says that Lecturing is giving facts or opinions about context or 
procedures: expressing teachers’ own ideas, giving teachers’ own explanations 
or citing an authority other than a student. 
6. Giving direction 
The teacher plays many roles in the class. The first role is director. In the 
classroom setting, teacher directions are very important to keep the process of 
teaching and learning flowing smoothly and efficiently. Giving directions 
requests or commands that students are expected to follow; directing various 
drills; facilitating whole class and small group activity. Here the teacher gave 
directions, request or command to the students. This happened such as when 
the teacher asked the student to command the students, to make some example 
after the teacher explains the material and asked the students do the work in 
front of class. 
O 1, (a)26, 
Teacher : keliatan? Penggarismu mana? Yak nomer absen.. mbak Rini can 
you read the definition of form? (giving direction) 
O 2, (a)45,  
  
Teacher : tulis generic structure mbak (giving marker to the student) generic 
structure itu apa ? (giving direction) 
O 3, (a)84, 
Teacher : ayo mbak, buat contoh yang present. Please come foward, buat 
contoh yang present (giving direction) 
Student : (write in the whiteboard)  
 
Mostly the teacher gives direction or command in directive sentences. In 
this case, the teacher orders each students to answer the questions from the 
teacher and then they do it in front of class. They exist in (O 1, (a)11, 26, 44, 70, 
91, 107, O 2,(a)25, 45, 133, 137, O 3, (a)19, 21, 184, 189, 195, 213). 
These findings are related to Flanders Interaction Analysis Categorize 
(1989), which says that Giving directions is directions, commands or orders to 
which a student is expected to comply. 
 
7.  Criticizing or justifying authority 
The last category of student talk is criticizing. There are two types of 
criticizing: first, the teacher criticizes student behavior such as; rejecting the 
behavior of students, trying to change the non-acceptable behavior, 
communicating anger, displeasure, and annoyance with what the student is 
doing. The second type, the teacher criticizes student response like; telling the 
student his response is not correct or acceptable. In the transcript, the teacher 
uses both of them. The teacher tries to change the non-acceptable behavior of 
the student like says “sssssssssssstttt,pay attention” or says “hello?”.  
  
O 2, (a) 67, 
Student : la ustadz nggak peka o 
Teacher : ok .. sssssssssstt (criticizing or justifying authority) trus ini ya 
sama apa lagi kurang satu (writing on the whiteboard) 
Student : behavior (student response) 
 
O 3, (a) 205,  
Student : (laughing) tadz yang cerewet I syahna lo tadz  
Teacher : halloo semua (criticizing or justifying authority) 
Student : hay (student response) 
 
In this case, justifying or criticizing rarely exists in the classroom 
interaction because almost students were active in the class and pay attention 
to the teacher. Not only the students who paid attention to the teacher but also 
the teacher always paid attention with the students. Moreover, the teacher did 
not only focus in centered students but all students in the classroom. So, the 
students always paid attention to the teacher. Another data were existing in (O 
2, (a)67, O 3,(a)205, 209, 215, 233, 259) 
These findings are related to Flanders Interaction Analysis Categorize 
(1989), which says that Criticizing or justifying authority is statements intended 
to change student behavior from non-acceptable to acceptable pattern; bawling 
someone out; stating why the teacher is doing what he is doing; extreme self-
defense. 
b. Types of students’ talk in classroom interaction 
  
The analysis of students’ talk is focused on three types such as, students’ 
talk response and student’s talk initiation, students’ silence or confusion. The model 
of analysis applied in analyzing these categories is based on Flanders Interaction 
Analysis Categories (FIAC). The description as follows: 
1.  Student response 
The first category of students’ talk is responding. It is used in 
responding to the teacher within a specific and limited range of available or 
previously shape answer. Reading aloud is also included. 
After the observation, the researcher found that students always 
response the teachers’ statement and teachers’ questions. Most of them are 
answering the question and reading aloud. Ask questions and students 
responses were the most exists in the classroom interaction.  
O 1, (a)114,  
Teacher : how to spell part ? (ask question) 
Student : P-A-R-T (student response) 
 
In this case, the student gave the response from the teacher with answered 
the question that given by the teacher. Most of students paid attention to the 
teacher and always gave respond to the teacher.  
O 2, (a)36, 
Teacher : how about to tell about my pen .. my pen .. my? (ask question)  
Student : descriptive ..(student response) 
 
  
O 2, (a)38,  
Teacher : kalau eraser ? (ask question) 
Student : report .. (student response) 
 
From that case, student would response the teacher when the teacher 
asked them the questions. The class would be interactive because, the teacher 
and the students were interacted in the class. It made the class to become 
active. Student response being the most exists in the classroom interaction 
during the three observations. It was caused the teacher always gave them 
questions and tried the students become active in the class. These findings are 
related to Flanders Interaction Analysis Categorize (1989), which says that 
student’s talk – response is talk by students in response to teacher. The 
teacher initiates the contact or solicits student statement or structure the 
situation. Freedom to express own idea is limited.  
2.  Student – initiation 
Another kind of student’s talk is initiated. It appears in responding to the 
teacher with student’s own ideas, opinions, reaction, and feelings. In the transcript, 
there is no more than 3 students initiation exists. This condition is caused by the 
teachers’ initiation. The more teachers initiate the conservation, the fewer students 
initiate the interaction. 
O 2, (a)26 
Teacher : general, good. (praises) Di tulis mba (giving the marker) 
(giving direction) 
Student : ustadz? Bedanya sama descriptive apa ustadz ? (student 
initiation) 
O 2, (a)120 
  
Teacher : (writing on whiteboard) 
Student : patient sama passion itu bedanya apa ustadz? (student 
initiation) 
O 3, (a)226 
Student : tadz mau Tanya, bedanya should sama must itu apa ? 
(student initiation) 
Teacher : nanti ya nanti ada 
O 3, (a)228 
Student : must I bukannya verb 1 gitu ya tadz (student initiation) 
Teacher : bukan, must itu lebih ke cenderung ke memaksa. (teaching 
or lecturing) kamu tdi udah maju ?  
 
These findings are related to Flanders Interaction Analysis Categories 
(1989), which says that students’ talk – initiation is a talk by student which 
they initiate. Expressing own ideas; initiating a new topic; freedom to develop 
opinions and a line of thought, like asking thoughtful question; going beyond 
the existing structure. 
3. Student – silence or confusion 
Silence or confusion: pauses, short periods of silence, and periods of 
confusion in which communication cannot be understood by the observer. 
In this case, the student silence occurred when the student 
cannot answer the teacher’s question or they confused on what the 
teacher says at that time. The student silence or confusion rarely exists 
in the classroom interaction because the teacher almost clear in 
explain the material in the class. (O 1, (a)61, 67, 71, 112, O 2, (a)16, 44, 
58, 60, 70, O 3, (a)24, 46, 48, 53, 102, 106, 134) 
  
2.  Data from interviews 
A.  Types of teacher talk in classroom interaction 
Teacher talk in this research is categorized according to Flanders’ Interaction 
Analysis Categories (FIAC). Based on FIAC system, teacher talk is categorized into seven 
steps as follows; accepts feelings, praise or encourages, accepts or uses the ideas of 
students, ask questions, lecturing, giving direction, and criticizing or justifying 
authority. The description below is included with those that exist in the transcript of 
the interviews. 
1. Accepts feeling 
The data findings also gather from the interview with the student. The 
researcher represents S1-S5 for students as an interviewee. It can be drawn as 
follows: 
Interviewer : How is the teacher’s response, if your friend cannot answer 
the questions? 
Student  : The teacher didn’t give a punishment to the students, he is 
just smiling to the student (S5). 
These findings are in line with Flanders Interaction Analysis categorizing 
(1898), which says that Accept feeling is accepting and clarifying attitudes or the 
feeling tone of a student in a non-threatening manner. It may be positives or 
negative feelings. Predicting and recalling feelings are included. It is also 
supported by his humorous way in response the student’s statement. 
2. Praises and encouragement 
  
The data, finding is also gathered from an interview with the teacher and 
students. It can be drawn as follows: 
Interview with student, 
Interviewer : How is the teacher’s response, if your friend cannot answer the 
questions? 
Student  : The teacher always gave verbal rewards, such as: ‘good’, that’s right’, 
‘great’, or ‘very good’. But, sometimes. If we make him happy he will give us a 
reward like watch a movie. 
Interview with teacher 
Interviewer : Do you also give rewards to the students? 
Teacher : I prefer and used to give verbal rewards to the students such as: 
‘good’, ‘very good’, ‘that’s right’, ‘great’, and ‘thank you’ for those who can 
answer questions. But, sometimes. I will give them a reward to watch a movie if 
they make me happy during the class interaction. 
These findings are related to Flanders Interaction Analysis Categorize 
(1989), which says that Praises or encourage is praises or encourages the student 
action behavior. Jokes that release tension, but not at the expense of another 
individual: nodding head, or saying ‘Um hm?’ or ‘Go on’ are included. 
3. Accepting or using ideas of students 
The data, finding is also gathered from the interview with the teacher. It can be drawn 
as follows: 
Interview with teacher: 
  
Interviewer : How far the effectiveness of your students in the classroom? 
Teacher : The effectiveness of students is good enough, but it is only a specific student 
who participates in asking questions, they are still afraid to speak. 
This condition is caused by the student’s competence to express their ideas. They are 
still afraid to speak. These findings are not related to Flanders Interaction Analysis 
Categorize (1989), which says that Accepts or uses the ideas of students is clarifying, 
building or developing ideas are included but the teacher brings more of his own ideas. 
4. Asks questions 
The data, finding is also gathered from the interview with the teacher. It can be drawn 
as follows: 
Interview with teacher: 
Interviewer : How far the effectiveness of your students in asking questions? 
Teacher : The effectiveness of students in asking is not really good, there are only 
certain students in asking questions. Most of them are afraid to speak or they do not 
understand about the materials. 
This condition is caused by the student’s competence and student comprehension to 
express their ideas. They are still afraid to speak or less comprehensive. 
These findings are not related to Flanders Interaction Analysis Categorize (1989), which 
says that Ask Questions is asking a question about content or procedure is based on teacher 
ideas, with as intent that a student will answer. 
5. Lecturing 
The data, finding is also gathered from the interview with the teacher and students. It 
can be drawn as follows: 
Interview with teacher: 
Interviewer : Do you often use a lecturer method in the classroom? 
Teacher : Sometimes, I often use a lecturer method, for example, in explaining the thing 
that has not understood by the students. 
Interview with student: 
  
Interviewer : According to your opinion, how much your teacher talks in the 
classroom? 
Student  : The teacher talks a lot in the classroom and the percentage 
80% to the teacher and only 20% to us. (S4). 
In this context, lecturing is often used by the teacher. It occurs when the 
teacher gives information or explanation about something that related to the content 
of the lesson. 
These findings are related to Flanders Interaction Analysis Categorize (1989), 
which says that Lecturing is giving facts or opinions about the content or procedures.  
6. Giving direction 
The data findings also gather from the interview with the teacher. It can be drawn as 
follows: 
Interviewer : What is the students’ response when you’re giving a direction? 
Teacher : They are listened the direction carefully and I always repeat the direction to 
make them understand. 
In this context, the teacher gives direction or command carefully in directive sentences 
to the students. 
These findings are related to Flanders Interaction Analysis Categorize (1989), which 
says that Giving direction is directions, commands or orders to which a student is expected 
to comply. 
7. Criticizing or justifying authority 
The data findings are also gathered from the interview with the teacher and students. It 
can be drawn as follows: 
Interview with teacher: 
  
Interviewer : What is your response to the students who cannot answer your 
question? 
Teacher : I didn’t give a punishment to them. Sometime a clever student answers my 
question. 
Interview with student: 
Interviewer : What is your teacher’s response, if your friend cannot answer the 
questions? 
Student  : He didn’t angry to the students. Sometime he asks to student’s who can 
answer the question. (S3&S5) 
These findings are related to Flanders Interaction Analysis Categorize 
(1989), which says that Criticizing or Justifying authority is statements 
intended to change student behavior from non-acceptable to acceptable 
pattern; bawling someone out; stating why the teacher is doing what he is 
doing; extreme self-defense. 
B. Types of student talk in classroom interaction 
1. Student– response 
The data findings also gather from the interview with the teacher. It can be drawn as 
follows: 
Interviewer : How is the student-response in the classroom? 
Teacher : The student – response is very good, their response every sentence that I 
speak. 
These findings are related to Flanders Interaction Analysis Categories (1989), which 
says that Student talk – response is talk by students in response to teacher. The teacher 
initiates the contact or solicits student statement or structure the situation. 
2.  Student– initiation 
The data findings are also gathered from the interview with the teacher and students. It 
can be drawn as follows: 
  
Interviewer : How far the effectiveness of students in the classroom? 
Teacher : The effectiveness of students is good enough, but it’s only a specific student 
who participates in asking questions. Most of them are still afraid to initiate in speaking. 
Interviewer : According to your opinion, how much your teacher talks in the 
classroom? 
Student : The teacher talks a lot in the classroom and the percentage 80% to the 
teacher and only 20% to us. (S4) 
Based on the interview to the student, it is revealed that the teacher talks too much. 
Sometimes, there is no chance for student to talk. Students never initiate to speak in 
classroom interaction. 
These findings are not related to Flanders Interaction Analysis Categorize (1989), which 
says that Student talk – initiation is a talk by students which they initiate. Expressing own 
ideas; initiating a new topic; freedom to develop opinions and line of thought, like asking 
thoughtful questions: going beyond the existing structure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
This part elaborates the research conclusions and suggestions based on the 
research investigation. Basically, this part is divided into two sections, first is a 
conclusion of teacher’s talk and students’ talk in classroom interaction and the second is 
suggested of teacher’s talk and students’ talk in classroom interaction. 
A. Conclusion 
a. Teacher’s Talk  
The findings of this research on teacher talk can be summed up as follows:  
1. Teacher accepts and clarifies an attitude or the feeling tone of the 
students in non-threatening manner.  
2. Teacher realize that praises are powerful determinant behavior. 
Therefore along the teaching and learning activities he provides 
reward to encourage students verbally and non-verbally. 
3. Accepting and using the ideas of the students rarely used by teachers. 
On this occasion, the students were less initiated in asking the 
question.  
4. In asking questions, the teacher uses both referential and display 
questions. Anyway, display questions are dominant used by teacher. 
This pattern is intended to make the students attentive to the subject of 
discussion.  
  
5. The teacher usually uses lecturing as a method to deliver lessons. He 
realized that the concept of communicative approach requires the 
teacher as a negotiator rather than as a transmitter of knowledge.  
6. A teacher usually gives direction in every period of lesson. They exist 
in form of directive sentences. In the beginning period, it is done to 
inform what the students will do with the lesson. Whereas, in whilst 
activities directions are performed to fulfill teacher’s intention.  
7. Criticizing the behavior and response of students is performed in 
humorous way. The teacher’s intention is to make students 
comfortable in learning English. This way is sustained to make the 
classroom atmosphere as friendly as possible. 
b.  Students’ talk 
The result of this research on students’ talk can be summed up as follows:  
1. The students always give response to every questions or directions 
from the teacher.  
2. The student’s response can give good contribution in building the 
classroom interactions.  
3. The quantity of student-response is in proportion of teacher’s 
questions. The more the teacher asks questions the more the students 
will responses.  
4. The students seldom initiate to talk during the classroom interactions.  
  
5. The more the teacher’s initiates the talk the less students initiate the 
interaction.  
B. Suggestion 
In line with conclusions stated above, the following suggestions are 
proposed for better teaching and learning in classroom interaction:  
1. The first principle, and the most important, to keep in mind is 
that the students want to speak English. The teacher’s role is as a 
resource to manage them to speak in classroom interaction.  
2. In order to encourage student initiation, the teacher should give 
rewards for them who ask question.  
3. Use variety, the lesson should be interesting. Doing the same 
thing for too long will be boring for students.  
4. The teacher should be creative.  Textbook and lesson plans are 
basically just a blue print or a building frame. Applying games 
that related to the lesson is suggested.  
5. Create and maintain a relaxed and friendly environment.  
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DATA ANALYSIS OF OBSERVATIONS 
Flander interaction analysis categories (FIAC) 
TEACHER’s TALK & STUDENTS’ TALK 
TYPES OF 
TEACHER 
TALK & 
STUDENT 
TALK 
SOURCE  
O 1 O 2 O 3 
AF (a) 109, transcript 
1 
Student : to find 
information to .... 
Teacher : 
(laughing) berarti 
apa ? what the 
english of bagian 
? apa? (ACCEPT 
FEELINGS) 
(a)131, transcript 
1 
Teacher : percaya 
diri apa ? 
convident apa 
convidence ? 
Student : ce 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
Teacher : ce or te 
? (JOKES) 
(ACCEPT 
FEELINGS) 
 
(a) 95, transcript 2 
Teacher : shape 
nya shape nya, 
bentuknya 
Student : bulat 
ustadz 
Teacher : ada yang 
kotak ? ada yang di 
gantung nggak ? 
(ACCEPT 
FEELINGS) 
Student : yaaah 
ustadz, di gantung 
(JOKES) 
(a) 143, transcript 2 
Teacher : happy 
bisa nggak? 
Student : enggak 
Teacher : happy itu 
apa? 
Student : senang 
Teacher : lainnya 
(ACCEPT 
FEELINGS) 
Student : preety 
(a) 125, transcript 2 
Teacher : kalau 
(a) 29, transcript 3 
Student : seharusnya .. 
seharusnya ustadz 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
Teacher : yak, selain 
seharusnya apa? 
(ACCEPT FEELINGS) 
Student : semestinya .. 
haruse.. kudune 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 115, transcript 3 
Teacher : advise , 
advise itu punya 
saudara, saudaranya 
apa ? (ACCEPTS OR 
USES THE IDEAS OF 
STUDENTS)  
Student : advan 
(laughing) 
Teacher : okay, kalau 
yang present .. disini ya 
gapapa ya ? (ACCEPT 
FEELINGS) present. 
Satu lagi aja satu lagi. 
Nomer abse, ii kan 18 
to bulannya 10 to, yang 
merasa 18 kurangi 10 
siapa ? 
  
suka ngantuk? 
Bahasa inggrisnya 
apa? 
Student : sleep 
Teacher : sleep apa 
sleepy? (ACCEPT 
FEELINGS) 
Student : sleepy 
 
 
PE (a)111, transcript 
1 
Teacher : Good, 
part. (PRAISES) 
How to spell part 
? 
Student : what sir 
?  (STUDENT 
CONFUSED) 
Teacher : how to 
spell part ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : P-A-R-T 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 115, transcript 
1 
Teacher : ok. 
Good (PRAISES) 
ok the last 
question of four. 
(walks around, 
then ask student) 
kamu nomer 
absen berapa ? 
(a)140, transcript 
1 
Teacher : ok gitu 
ya good 
(PRAISES) 
 
(a) 23,transcript 2 
Teacher : general, 
good. (PRAISES) 
 
(a) 47, transcript 2 
Student : struktur 
teks nya 
Teacher : iyaak 
good (PRAISES) 
(a)102, transcript 2 
Teacher : ok good 
(PRAISES) what 
about behaviour is? 
Mba Clara (ASK 
QUESTION) 
 
(a)146, transcript 2 
Student : P-R-E-E-
T-Y (STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
Teacher : ok good, 
you (PRAISES) 
 
(a)91, transcript 3 
Student : sepotong, dua 
tangan peace 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
Teacher : betul. 
(PRAISES) sepotong 
apa ? piece of cake 
(a)163, transcript 3 
Teacher : s apa t? 
Student : T 
Teacher : pinteerrr .. 
(PRAISES) number 
three?  
(a) 171, transcript 3 
Student : H-O-P-E 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
Teacher : like this ?  
Student : yes 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
Teacher : pinteerrr 
(PRAISES) 
Student : yeeee 
(a) 225, transcript 3 
  
Teacher : prediction  
Student : prediksi 
Teacher :good! 
(PRAISES) 
 
AI (a) 17, transcript 1 
Teacher : siapa ? 
mbak Mika .... 
apa mbak Mika ? 
form itu apa ? 
(ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : .... atau 
sesuatu yang diisi 
dengan data.... 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
Teacher : iya, pas 
pertama kalian 
masuk kesini 
kalian disuruh isi 
data nggak ? 
(ACCEPT OR 
USES IDEAS OF 
STUDENTS) 
Student : iyaaaaa 
(serentak) 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a)32, transcript 1 
Teacher : a form 
is a document 
(printed or 
electronic) with 
spaces , spaces 
apa space tok? 
Student : space . 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
Teacher : space 
(a)17, transcript 2 
Student : to tell ... 
(STUDENT 
CONFUSION) 
Teacher : to apa ? 
to tell? To? 
(ACCEPT OR 
USES IDEAS OF 
STUDENTS) 
(a)21, transcript 2 
 
Student : to 
describe ustadz 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
Teacher : ok, to 
describe apa ? 
(ACCEPT OR 
USES IDEAS OF 
STUDENTS) 
(a) 23, transcript 2 
Student : to 
describe something 
in general 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
Teacher : to 
describe something 
in specific or 
general? (ACCEPT 
OR USES IDEAS 
OF STUDENTS) 
(a) 47, transcript 2 
(a) 43, transcript 3 
 
Student : verb ing 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
Teacher : yak, tobe + v 
ing . tobe itu contohnya 
apa ? (ACCEPT OR 
USES THE IDEAS OF 
STUDENTS) 
(a) 113, transcript 3 
 
Teacher : pendapat 
bahasa inggrisnya apa? 
Student : opinion, 
suggestion, ora len 
saran i advise 
Teacher : advise , 
advise itu punya 
saudara, saudaranya 
apa ? (ACCEPTS OR 
USES THE IDEAS OF 
STUDENTS) 
 
(a)245, transcript 3 
 
Student :  saran 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
Teacher : saran .. kalau 
nggak makan nggak 
papa berarti ? 
(laughing) Cuma makan 
siang kok , paling 
  
itu apa space ? 
(ACCEPT OR 
USES IDEAS OF 
STUDENTS) 
Student : ruang. . 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 34, transcript 1 
Teacher : ruang 
yang apa ? yang 
kita bisa apa ? 
(ACCEPT OR 
USES IDEAS OF 
STUDENTS) 
Student : menulis 
. (STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 64, transcript 1 
Teacher : iya, 
kata keterangan. 
Kata keterangan 
apa ? kata 
keterangan itu 
ada apa saja ? 
(ACCEPT OR 
USES IDEAS OF 
STUDENTS) 
Student : waktu, 
tempat ... 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 66, transcript 1 
Teacher : iya 
waktu, tempat , 
kata apalagi, kalo 
aku berjalan 
dengan lambat 
apa ? i (ACCEPT 
OR USES IDEAS 
OF STUDENTS) 
 
Student : struktur 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
Teacher : struktur 
apanya ? 
(ACCEPT OR 
USES IDEAS OF 
STUDENTS) 
Student : struktur 
teks nya 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 55, transcript 2 
Student : informasi 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
Teacher : about 
infromasi. 
Informasi itu apa ? 
tentang what do 
you want to tell 
about ya, and what 
about the 
description ? 
(ACCEPT OR 
USES IDEAS OF 
STUDENTS) 
 
makan apa itu . berarti 
ini ? (ACCEPTS OR 
USES THE IDEAS OF 
STUDENTS) 
Student : kewajiban 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
 
  
Student : i walk 
.......... 
(STUDENT 
CONFUSED)  
(a) 68, transcript 1 
Teacher : walk 
apa ? slowly.  Ya, 
ingat ya kalau ly 
brrti kata 
keterangan. 
Lanjut nomer 
absen 18 
(ACCEPT OR 
USES IDEAS OF 
STUDENTS) 
(a) 74, transcript 1 
Student : to search 
Teacher : ya, to 
search apa to look 
for apa to find ? 
(ACCEPT OR 
USES IDEAS OF 
STUDENTS) 
Student : to find 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 78, transcript 1 
Student : find 
Teacher : find apa 
search apa look 
apa apa? 
(ACCEPT OR 
USES IDEAS OF 
STUDENTS) 
Student : find 
(a) 84, transcript 1 
Student : search 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
  
Teacher : search. 
Berarti to find 
apa ? to find 
some data or 
information. 
Informasion apa 
informesion ? 
(ACCEPT OR 
USES IDEAS OF 
STUDENTS) 
Student : 
information 
(STUDENT 
RESSPONSE) 
(a) 99, transcript 1 
Teacher :same. 
Same apa ? iya 
the same apa ? 
meng compile the 
same ... ? the 
same ? 
Student : data 
Teacher : ya. To 
compile the same 
data atau 
information. 
(ACCEPT OR 
USES IDEAS OF 
STUDENTS) 
 
AQ (a) 7, transcript 1 
Teacher : (write to 
the whiteboard) 
ada yang tau form 
itu apa ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
(a) 15, transcript 1 
Teacher : siapa ? 
mbak Mika .... 
apa mbak Mika ? 
(a) 15, transcript 2 
Teacher : ok mba 
anis, what do you 
know about report 
text ? can you tell 
us what do you 
know about report 
text? (ASK 
QUESTIONS) 
(a) 29, transcript 2 
Teacher : kalo yang 
(a) 23, transcript 3 
Teacher : ok, mbak 
Icha, can you tell us 
what do you know 
about should ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : eeeeee ... 
(STUDENT 
SILENCE/CONFUSIO
N) 
  
form itu apa ? 
(ASK 
QUESTION) 
(a) 38, transcript 1 
Teacher : and then 
so ada purpose 
nya, what is 
purpose ? (ASK 
QUESTIONS) 
(a) 42, transcript 1 
Teacher : ya coba, 
what is the 
purpose of form? 
(ASK 
QUESTION) 
(a) 54, transcript 1 
Teacher : how to 
spell compile ? 
(ASKING 
QUESTION) 
(a) 80, transcript 1 
Teacher : kalau 
aku menemukan 
temanku ? i find 
my friend atau i 
look for my 
friend? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
(a) 82,transcript 1 
Teacher : aku 
mencari info itu 
apa? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
(a) 103, transcript 
1 
Teacher : twenty. 
Who is twenty ? 
number three . 
specific apa ? 
(ASK QUESTION) 
Student : khusus 
ustadz (STUDENT 
RESOPONSE) 
(a) 31, transcript 2 
Teacher : kalau 
kita mau 
mendiskripsikan ini 
apa ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : spidol 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 33, transcript 2 
Teacher : marker. 
If you want tell 
about marker itu 
nanti termasuk 
report or 
descriptive?  (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : report .. 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 35, transcript 2 
Teacher : how 
about to tell about 
my pen, my pen, 
my? (ASK 
QUESTION)  
Student : 
descriptive 
..(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 37, transcript 2 
Teacher : kalau 
eraser ? (ASK 
(a) 27, transcript 3 
Teacher : Icha apa Icha 
? should itu apa? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : seharusnya .. 
seharusnya ustadz 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 31, transcript 3 
Teacher : should itu 
kemarin ada, contohnya 
berapa? Satu apa 2 apa 
3 apa 4 apa 5? (ASK 
QUESTIONS) 
Student : tigaaaa 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 33, transcript 3 
Teacher : apa aja? 
(ASK QUESTION) 
Student :  subject + v1 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 35, transcript 3 
Teacher : berarti 
sebagai? Present terus 
apalagi? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : continuous 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 41, transcript 3 
Teacher : kalau 
continuous itu berarti 
apa ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : verb ing 
(STUDENT 
  
menyampaikan 
informasi yang 
sama kepada 
bagian yang 
berbeda 
(explaning) apa 
inggrisnya ? 
(ASK 
QUESTION) 
(a) 113, transcript 
1 
Teacher : how to 
spell part ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : P-A-R-T 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
 
QUESTION) 
Student : report .. 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 39, transcript 2 
Teacher :  Afifah 
eraser ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : 
descriptive 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 41, transcript 2 
Teacher : berarti 
kalo kepunyaan 
kita termasuk apa ? 
(ASK QUESTION) 
Student : 
descriptive 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 43, transcript 2 
Teacher : sudah 
paham ? kalo 
purpose nya apa 
aja? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
(a) 53, transcript 2 
Teacher : ok the 
first is about 
general 
classification and 
description yang 
general 
classification in 
contents bout apa ? 
(ASK QUESTION)  
Student : informasi 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 45, transcript 3 
Teacher : kalau yang 
present present present? 
Present apa present ? to 
be nya present apa ? 
(ASK QUESTION) 
Student : apaa tadz ? 
(STUDENT 
CONFUSION) 
(a) 52, transcript 3 
Teacher : present to be 
nya apa ? tobe (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : anu .... 
(STUDENT 
CONFUSION) 
(a) 56,transcript 3 
Teacher : is am are, 
kalau past? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : was/ were 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 58, transcript 3 
Teacher : good. Kalau I 
tobe nya apa ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : 
am(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 60, transcript 3 
Teacher : kalau you ? 
(ASK QUESTION) 
Student : are 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
  
RESPONSE) 
(a) 75, transcript 2 
Teacher : pakai 
char(a)eristic, habit 
apa behavior ? 
(ASK QUESTION)  
Student : 
char(a)eristic .. 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 77, transcript 2 
Teacher : habit bisa 
nggak ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : bisaa 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 79, transcript 2 
Teacher : kalau 
mau menjelaskan 
Iin ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : ciri-ciri, 
kebiasaan ustadz 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 87, transcript 2 
Teacher : habit nya 
apa ? char(a)eristic 
nya apa? Habit nya 
apa kalo kucing? 
(ASK QUESTION) 
Student : 
kebiasaannya itu 
suka tidur, suka 
makan itu ikan 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 64, transcript 3 
Teacher : prefect? 
(ASK QUESTION) 
Student : had/have+V3 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 89, transcript 3 
Teacher : potongan 
apa. Ok Cindy should 
try a piece, piece itu 
apa mbak Siwi? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : sepotong, dua 
tangan peace 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 93, transcript 3 
Teacher : trus Siwi 
should study well. 
Study well. Berarti 
Cindy sebaiknya 
seharusnya semestinya 
ngapaain ? trus nomer 
2 Siwi should study 
well. Artinya apa? 
(ASK QUESTION)  
Student : Siwi harus 
belajar yang benar, 
yang giat. (STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 95, transcript 3 
Teacher : yak, kalau 
bedanya nomer 1 sama 
2 apa? Bedanya should 
disini artinya should 
disini ? (ASK 
QUESTIONS) 
Student : kalau yang itu 
nggak wajib kalau yang 
itu wajib (STUDENT 
  
(a) 91, transcript 2 
Teacher : kalu kita 
mau menjelasin fan 
fan fan , fan apa 
fan ? ciri-cirinya 
apa? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : bisa 
berputar, 
menghasilkan 
angin (STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 101, transcript 2 
Teacher : kalau 
char(a)eristic nya ? 
(ASK QUESTION) 
Student : perawan, 
perempuan, 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
 
(a) 105, transcript 2 
Teacher : ok good 
(PRAISES) what 
about behavior is? 
Mba Clara (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : gabisa 
diem (STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 107, transcript 2 
Teacher : baik, 
ramah, sopan. 
Kalau sopan itu 
bahasa inggrisnya 
apa? (ASK 
QUESTION 
Student : patients 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 101, transcript 3 
Teacher : number nine, 
cha ayo cha, bedanya 
apa cha ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : apa tadz? 
(STUDENT 
CONFUSION) 
(a) 107, transcript 3 
Teacher : bedanya 
should yang nomer 1 
sama yang nomer 2 apa 
? (ASK QUESTION) 
Student : yang itu to 
tadz ee yang Siwi yang 
punya e Siwi itu 
kewajiban (STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a)  133, transcript 3 
Teacher : Berlin should 
come to the class now. 
Kalau should yang ini 
fungsinya sebagai apa 
? (ASK QUESTION) 
(a) 137, transcript 3 
Teacher : how to speak 
suggestion ? (writing on 
the whiteboard) (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : sujesion .. 
sajesion.. sejesion.. 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 153, transcript 3 
Teacher : iyaak, 
suggestion. Ada advise 
ada suggestion ada apa 
lagi ? (ASK 
  
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 131, transcript 2 
Teacher : berarti 
sleepy apa ? 
char(a)eristic , 
habit apa behavior? 
(ASK QUESTION) 
Student : habit 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 147, transcript 2 
Teacher : how to 
spell pretty ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : P-R-E-T-
T-Y (STUDENT 
RESPONSE)  
QUESTION) 
Student : opinion.. 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 155, transcript 3 
Teacher : bukan, 
saudaranya advise ? 
(ASK QUESTION) 
Student : 
recommendation 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 167, transcript 3 
Teacher : how to spell 
hope ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : H-O-P-E 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 181, transcript 3 
Student : you should 
study well (STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
Teacher : terus apa lagi 
? (ASK QUESTION) 
 
(a) 207, transcript 3 
Teacher : Syafa should 
study well again itu 
should nya obligation 
apa advise opinion hope 
apa prediction ? apa ? 
(ASK QUESTION)  
Student : obligation, 
opinion, advise 
(STUDENT 
  
RESPONSE) 
(a) 243, transcript 3 
Teacher : selanjutnya, 
arriska seharusnya 
memberi dia 
perempuan makan 
siang . itu apa ? itu 
kewajiban apa saran ? 
(ASK QUESTION) 
Student :  saran 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
 
T (a) 62, transcript 1 
Teacher : patient. 
Kalo dengan 
sabar itu 
patiently.(LECTU
RING/TEACHIN
G) Berarti 
patiently itu kata 
apa ? 
(a) 125, transcript 
1 
Teacher : 
good.(PRAISES) 
Kalo tanpa “ce” 
berarti kata apa ? 
kan ada evident 
ada evidence 
(writing and 
explaining on the 
whiteboard) ce .. 
ce 
(LECTURING/T
EACHING) 
(a) 127, transcript 
1 
Teacher : kata 
apa ? kalo ada 
(a) 71, transcript 2 
Student : ...... 
(STUDENT 
SILENT) 
Teacher : kalo 
karakteristik 
contohnya apa? 
Kalau kita mau 
menjelaskan 
tentang makhluk 
hidup bisa manusia 
bisa apa lagi ? 
(LECTURING) 
(a) 135, transcript 3 
Teacher : yang present 
itu ada beberapa 
fungsinya yang pertama 
ini tadi Cindy should 
try a piece of cake itu 
eh yang ini loh Siwi 
should study well, Siwi 
seharusnya belajar itu 
namanya apa ? 
obligation atau apa itu 
? obligation. Ada 
obligation, advise, 
advise itu apa temennya 
? 
(LECTURING/TEACH
ING) 
(a) 179, transcript 3 
Teacher : umpamanya 
kalian besuk ulangan, 
umpamanya kalian 
besuk ada ulangan 
matematika terus ada 
temenmu, temenmu itu 
belum begitu pinter, 
belum begitu bisa, so 
what will you say to 
your friend ? 
(LECTURING/TEACH
  
yang ce .. ce “dia 
orangnya sabar” 
berarti “she is a .. 
person”. Dia 
orangnya sabar. 
Malika orangnya 
baik, sabar , 
Malika is a good 
and  titik” girl, ce 
apa ce ? 
(TEACHING/LE
CTURING) 
(a) 133, transcript 
1 
Teacher : malika 
orangnya percaya 
diri (menulis di 
papan tulis) 
nomer 1 yang ‘a’ 
apa ‘b’? 
(LECTURING/T
EACHING) 
ING) 
Student : you should 
study well (STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 183, transcript 3 
Teacher : berarti 
temenmu itu harus 
belajar dulu , itu 
termasuk sesuatu yang 
wajib atau hope atau 
advise atau opinion? 
(LECTURING/TEACH
ING) 
Student : wajib.. 
kewajiban .. saran 
(a) 229, transcript 3 
Student : must I 
bukannya verb 1 gitu ya 
tadz (STUDENT 
INITIATION) 
Teacher : bukan, must 
itu lebih ke cenderung 
ke memaksa. 
(LECTURING) kamu 
tdi udah maju ?  
(a) 235, transcript 3 
Teacher : yang ini siapa 
tadi? Syafa should 
study well again, Syafa 
seharusnya belajar 
lebih giat lagi, ada lagi 
berarti apa , penekanan 
lagi berarti apa ? 
karena dia tidak 
mendapatkan nilai yang 
bagus, berarti 
masuknya apa ? kan 
kalian ada ulangan, 
ulangan kalian nilainya 
jelek habis itu ada 
remidi terus gurunya 
bilang kalian harus 
belajar lebih giat lagi .. 
  
lagi .. lagi 
penekanannya apa ? 
kalian harus belajar 
lebih giat lagi, supaya 
mendapatkan nilai yang 
bagus, berarti ? 
(LECTURING/TEACH
ING) 
(a) 239, transcript 3 
Teacher :Cindy nilainya 
jelek , umpamanya ya, 
terus habis itu disuruh 
gurunya untuk belajar 
lebih giat lagi supaya 
mendapatkan nilai yang 
lebih baik , lagi disini 
apa ? kewajiban atau 
prediction atau 
prediction ? 
(LECTURING/TEACH
ING) 
Student : opinion … 
kewajiban .. 
unexpectation.. 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 241, transcript 3 
Teacher : biar nilainya 
lebih baik. Coba kalian 
ulangan nilainya jelek 
terus disuruh belajar 
lagi uspaya 
mendapatkan nilai yang 
lebih baik berarti? Ada 
again nya lo, berarti 
apa ? 
(TEACHING/LECTUR
ING) 
Student : obligation 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
 
  
GD (a) 26, transcript 1 
Teacher : 
keliatan? 
Penggarismu 
mana? Yak nomer 
absen.. mbak Rini 
can you read the 
definition of 
form? (GIVING 
DIRECTION) 
(a) 44, transcript 1 
Teacher : read it 
first! (GIVING 
DIRECTION) 
(a) 70, transcript 1 
Teacher : stop. 
What is in 
english, come on 
... (GIVING 
DIRECTION) 
(a) 91, transcript 1 
Teacher : mbak 
Meli. Mba Mel. 
Iya itu dibaca 
number two. 
(GIVING 
DIRECTION) 
(a) 107, transcript 
1 
Teacher : louder 
please! (GIVING 
DIRECTION) 
(a) 25, transcript 2 
Teacher : general, 
good. (PRAISES) 
Di tulis mba 
(giving marker to 
the student) 
(GIVING 
DIRECTION) 
(a) 45, transcript 2 
Teacher : tulis 
generic structure 
mbak (giving 
marker to the 
student) generic 
structure itu apa ? 
(GIVING 
DIRECTION) 
(a) 133, transcript 2 
Teacher : kalau 
contohnya kata 
sifat tadi apa ? apa 
? contoh kata sifat , 
dari belakang , 
satu ?(GIVING 
DIRECTION) 
(a) 137, transcript 2 
Teacher : denger 
nggak ? 
Student : nggaaakk 
Teacher : louder 
please! (GIVING 
DIRECTION) 
Student : happy 
 
(a) 19, transcript 3 
Teacher : maju mbak 
(GIVING 
DIRECTION) 
Student : Cuma maju 
ustadz 
(a) 21, transcript 3 
Teacher : write 
“should” ! (GIVING 
DIRECTION) 
(a) 84, transcript 3 
Teacher : ayo mbak, 
buat contoh yang 
present. Please come 
foward, buat contoh 
yang present (GIVING 
DIRECTION) 
Student : (write in the 
whiteboard)  
(a) 189, transcript 3 
Teacher : yang merasa 
nomer absen 28? Coba 
give me example 
kalimat sama Sofa , 
(GIVING 
DIRECTION) Sofa itu 
besuk ada ulangan 
maka kamu harus .. 
pake should  
(a) 195, transcript 3 
Teacher : sama aja. 
(writing on the 
whiteboard) Ini yang 
kurang tadi ya kalian 
tambahkan ya 
(GIVING 
DIRECTION) 
(a) 213, transcript 3 
Teacher : ada 5 contoh 
silahkan kalian pilih itu 
yang obligation mana 
yang opinion mana 
  
yang advise mana hope 
mana prediction mana, 
silahkan yang mau 
maju (GIVING 
DIRECTION) 
 
CJ - (a) 67, transcript 2 
Student : la ustadz 
nggak peka o 
Teacher : ok .. 
sssssssssstt 
(CRITICIZING 
OR JUSTIFYING 
AUTHORITY ) 
trus ini ya sama 
apa lagi kurang 
satu (writing on the 
whiteboard) 
Student : behavior 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
 
(a) 205, transcript 3 
Student : (laughing) 
tadz yang cerewet I 
syahna lo tadz  
Teacher : halloo semua 
(JUSTIFIYING OR 
CRITICIZING) 
Student : hay 
(a) 209, transcript 3 
Student : obligation, 
opinion, advise 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
Teacher : 
sssssssssssssssssttt coba 
(writing on a 
whiteboard) 
(CRITICIZING OR 
JUSTIFIYING) 
(a) 215, transcript 3 
Teacher : bentar kalau 
obligation tadi apa ? 
obligation tadi apa ? 
hey ? (CRITICIZING 
OR JUSTIFIYING) 
(a) 233, transcript 3 
Student : (writing on 
the whiteboard) 
Teacher : 
sssssssssssssssssssssssss
sssstttttt, ayo sudah 
belum? (CRITICIZING 
OR JUSTIFIYING) 
(a) 259, transcript 3 
  
Teacher : opinion , 
berarti ? berarti apa ? 
Cha Cha Cha … 
sssssssssttt yang 
number four apa 
number four ? 
(CRITICIZING OR 
JUSTIFIYING) you 
should get good score 
artinya apa ? kamu 
harus mendapatkan 
nilai yang bagus . itu 
apa ? obligation hope 
atau apa ? 
 
SR (a) 8, transcript 1 
Student : itu, 
dokumen 
hasil.............. 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 12, transcript 1 
Student : 
dokumen cetak 
atau print yang 
diisi dengan data 
seseorang 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 16, transcript 1 
Student : .... atau 
sesuatu yang diisi 
dengan data.... 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 18, transcript 1 
Student : iyaaaaa 
(serentak) 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 20, transcript 1 
Teacher : itu 
namanya formulir 
(a) 20, transcript 2 
Teacher : to apa ? 
Student : to 
describe ustadz 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 22, transcript 2 
Teacher : ok, to 
describe apa ? 
(ACCEPT OR 
USES IDEAS OF 
STUDENTS) 
Student : to 
describe something 
in general 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 24, transcript 2 
Teacher : to 
describe something 
in specific or 
general? (ACCEPT 
OR USES IDEAS 
OF STUDENTS) 
Student : general 
(STUDENT 
(a) 28, transcript 3 
Teacher : Icha apa Icha 
? should itu apa? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : seharusnya .. 
seharusnya ustadz 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 30, transcript 3 
Teacher : yak, selain 
seharusnya apa? 
(ACCEPT FEELINGS) 
Student : semestinya .. 
haruse.. kudune 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 32, transcript 3 
Teacher : should itu 
kemarin ada, contohnya 
berapa? Satu apa 2 apa 
3 apa 4 apa 5? (ASK 
QUESTIONS) 
Student : tigaaaa 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
  
atau apa ? 
Student : formulir 
(serentak) 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 22, transcript 1 
Teacher : 
namanya formulir 
apa ? 
Student : formulir 
data (serentak) 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 24, transcript 1 
Teacher : 
elektronik nggak 
? elektronik tidak 
? 
Student : 
elektronik 
(serentak) 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 27, transcript 1 
Student : a form is 
a document 
(printed or 
electronic) with 
spaces in which 
we can be write or 
enter data. 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 29, transcript 1 
Teacher : ini 
bacanya apa ? 
wret orait ? 
Student : rait 
(serentak) . 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 30, transcript 2 
Teacher : kalo yang 
specific apa ? 
(ASK QUESTION) 
Student : khusus 
ustadz (STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 32, transcript 2 
Teacher : kalau 
kita mau 
mendiskripsikan ini 
apa ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : spidol 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 34, transcript 2 
Teacher : marker. 
If you want tell 
about marker itu 
nanti termasuk 
report or 
descriptive?  (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : report .. 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 36, transcript 2 
Teacher : how 
about to tell about 
my pen .. my pen .. 
my? (ASK 
QUESTION)  
Student : 
descriptive 
..(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 34, transcript 3 
Teacher : apa aja? 
(ASK QUESTION) 
Student :  subject + v1 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 36, transcript 3 
Teacher : berarti 
sebagai? Present terus 
apalagi? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : continuous 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 42, transcript 3 
Teacher : kalau 
continuous itu berarti 
apa ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : verb ing 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 55, transcript 3 
Teacher : ayo 
Student : anu, is am are 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 57, transcript 3 
Teacher : is am are, 
kalau past? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : was/ were 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 59, transcript 3 
Teacher : good. Kalau I 
tobe nya apa ? (ASK 
  
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 31, transcript 1 
Teacher : a form 
is a document 
(printed or 
electronic) with 
spaces , spaces 
apa space tok? 
Student : space . 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 33, transcript 1 
Teacher : space 
itu apa space ? 
Student : ruang. . 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 35, transcript 1 
Teacher : ruang 
yang apa ? yang 
kita bisa apa ?  
Student : menulis 
. (STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 37, transcript 1 
Teacher : atau 
enter data. Enter 
itu apa ? 
Student : 
memasukkan 
data. . 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 39, transcript 1 
Teacher : and then 
so ada purpose 
nya, what is 
(a) 38, transcript 2 
Teacher : kalau 
eraser ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : report .. 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 40, transcript 2 
Teacher :  Afifah 
eraser ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : 
descriptive 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 42, transcript 2 
Teacher : berarti 
kalo kepunyaan 
kita termasuk apa ? 
(ASK QUESTION) 
Student : 
descriptive 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 46, transcript 2 
Teacher : tulis 
generic stucture 
mbak (giving 
marker) generic 
structure itu apa ? 
(GIVING 
DIRECTION) 
Student : struktur 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 48, transcript 2 
Teacher : struktur 
apanya ? 
QUESTION) 
Student : 
am(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 61, transcript 3 
Teacher : kalau you ? 
(ASK QUESTION) 
Student : are 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 65, transcript 3 
Teacher : prefect? 
(ASK QUESTION) 
Student : had/have+V3 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 90, transcript 3 
Teacher : potongan 
apa. Ok Cindy should 
try a piece, piece itu 
apa mbak Siwi? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : sepotong, dua 
tangan peace 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 94, transcript 3 
Teacher : trus Siwi 
should study well. 
Study well. Berarti 
Cindy sebaiknya 
seharusnya semestinya 
ngapaain ? trus nomer 
2 Siwi should study 
well. Artinya apa? 
(ASK QUESTION)  
Student : Siwi harus 
belajar yang benar, 
  
purpose ?  
Student : tujuan 
(serentak) 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 43, transcript 1 
Student : untuk 
mengumpulkan 
data secara detail 
... (STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
 
(a) 45, transcript 1 
Teacher : read it 
first!  
Student : to 
convey the data or 
short detailed 
information for a 
certain purpose 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 47,transcript 1 
Teacher : (writing 
on the 
whiteboard) ini 
bacanya apa ? 
convei apa cenve 
? certein apa 
certain ?  
Student : 
menjawab 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 49, transcript 1 
Teacher : kalo ini 
apa ? 
Student : detailed 
(ACCEPT OR 
USES IDEAS OF 
STUDENTS) 
Student : struktur 
teks nya 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 54, transcript 2 
Teacher : ok the 
first is about 
general 
classification and 
description yang 
general 
clasification in 
contents bout apa ? 
(ASK QUESTION)  
Student : informasi 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 56, transcript 2 
Teacher : about 
infromasi. 
Informasi itu apa ? 
tentang what do 
you want to tell 
about ya, and what 
about the 
description ? 
(ACCEPT OR 
USES IDEAS OF 
STUDENTS) 
Student : ciri ciri 
khas eh ciri khas 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 62, transcript 2 
Teacher : habit itu 
apa ? 
Student : habit 
yang giat. (STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 96, transcript 3 
Teacher : yak, kalau 
bedanya nomer 1 sama 
2 apa? Bedanya should 
disini artinya should 
disini ? (ASK 
QUESTIONS) 
Student : kalau yang itu 
nggak wajib kalau yang 
itu wajib (STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 108, transcript 3 
Teacher : bedanya 
should yang nomer 1 
sama yang nomer 2 apa 
? (ASK QUESTION) 
Student : yang itu to 
tadz ee yang Siwi yang 
punya e Siwi itu 
kewajiban (STUDENT 
RESPONSE)  
(a) 110, transcript 3 
Teacher : hm terus ? 
Student : terus yang 
punya e Cindy itu eee 
saran, saran , 
pendapat, saran 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 136, transcript 3 
Teacher : yang present 
itu ada beberapa 
fungsinya yang pertama 
ini tadi Cindy should 
try a piece of cake itu 
eh yang ini loh Siwi 
should study well, Siwi 
seharusnya belajar itu 
  
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 51, transcript 1 
Teacher : ok, 
berarti tujuannya 
apa ? convey to 
convey itu apa ? 
Student : 
mengumpulkan 
(serentak) 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 53, transcript 1 
Teacher : kata 
laiinya apa ?  
Student : submit, 
collect , compile 
..... (STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 55, transcript 1 
Teacher : how to 
spell compile ? 
(ASKING 
QUESTION) 
Student : C-O-M-
P-I-L-E 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 63, transcript 1 
Student : kata 
keterangan. 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 65, transcript 1 
Teacher : iya, 
kata keterangan. 
Kata keterangan 
apa ? kata 
keterangan itu 
kebiasaan 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 68, transcript 2 
Teacher : ok .. 
sssssssssstt 
(CRITICIZING 
OR JUSTIFYING 
AUTHORITY 
)trus ini ya sama 
apa lagi kurang 
satu (writing on the 
whiteboard) 
Student : behavior 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 72, transcript 2 
Teacher : kalo 
karakteristik 
contohnya apa? 
Kalau kita mau 
menjelaskan 
tentang makhluk 
hidup bisa manusia 
bisa apa lagi ? 
(LECTURING) 
Student :  hewan 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 76, transcript 2 
Teacher : pakai 
char(a)eristic habit 
apa behavior ? 
(ASK QUESTION)  
Student : 
char(a)eristic 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 78, transcript 2 
Teacher : habit bisa 
namanya apa ? 
obligation atau apa itu 
? obligation. Ada 
obligation, advise, 
advise itu apa temennya 
? 
(LECTURING/TEACH
ING) 
Student : suggestion 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 138, transcript 3 
Teacher : how to speak 
suggestion ? (writing on 
the whiteboard) (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : sujesion .. 
sajesion.. sejesion.. 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 154, transcript 3 
Teacher : iyaak, 
suggestion. Ada advise 
ada suggestion ada apa 
lagi ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : opinion.. 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 156, transcript 3 
Teacher : bukan, 
saudaranya advise ? 
(ASK QUESTION) 
Student : 
recommendation 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 168, transcript 3 
Teacher : how to spell 
  
ada apa saja ? 
(ACCEPT OR 
USES IDEAS OF 
STUDENTS) 
Student : waktu, 
tempat ... 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 69, transcript 1 
Student : fungsi 
dari form adalah 
satu untuk 
mencari 
keterangan .... 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
 (a) 75, transcript 
1 
Student : to find 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 83, transcript 1 
Student : search 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 85, transcript 1 
Teacher : search. 
Berarti to find apa 
? to find some 
data or 
information. 
Informasion apa 
informesion ? 
(ACCEPT OR 
USES IDEAS OF 
STUDENTS) 
Student : 
information 
(STUDENT 
RESSPONSE) 
nggak ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : bisaa 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 80, transcript 2 
Teacher : kalau 
mau menjelaskan 
Iin ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : ciri-ciri, 
kebiasaan ustadz 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 88, transcript 2 
Teacher : habit nya 
apa ? char(a)eristic 
nya apa? Habit nya 
apa kalo kucing? 
(ASK QUESTION) 
Student : 
kebiasaannya itu 
suka tidur, suka 
makan itu ikan 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 92, transcript 2 
Teacher : kalu kita 
mau menjelasin fan 
fan fan , fan apa 
fan ? ciri-cirinya 
apa? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : bisa 
berputar, 
menghasilkan 
angin (STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 102, transcript 2 
hope ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : H-O-P-E 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 170, transcript 3 
Teacher : like this ?  
Student : yes 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 180, transcript 3 
Teacher : umpamanya 
kalian besuk ulangan, 
umpamanya kalian 
besuk ada ulangan 
matematika terus ada 
temenmu, temenmu itu 
belum begitu pinter, 
belum begitu bisa, so 
what will you say to 
your friend ? 
(LECTURING/TEACH
ING) 
Student : you should 
study well (STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 182, transcript 3 
Teacher : terus apa lagi 
? (ASK QUESTION) 
Student : you should 
study hard (STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 184, transcript 3 
Teacher : berarti 
temenmu itu harus 
belajar dulu , itu 
termasuk sesuatu yang 
wajib atau hope atau 
  
(a) 92, transcript 1 
Student : dua : 
menginput data 
yang sama. 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 114, transcript 
1 
 Teacher : how to 
spell part ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : P-A-R-T 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 124, transcript 
1 
Teacher : has a ... 
has a... has a... 
bukti fisik 
Student : physical 
evidence. 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 130, 
transcript1 
Teacher : percaya 
diri apa ? 
convident apa 
convidence ? 
Student : ce 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 137, transcript 
1 
Teacher : kalo 
kata sifat ? 
Student : 
adjective 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
Teacher : kalau 
char(a)eristic nya ? 
(ASK QUESTION) 
Student : perawan, 
perempuan, 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 106, transcript 2 
Teacher : ok good 
(PRAISES) what 
about behavior is? 
Mba Clara (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : gabisa 
diem (STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 108, transcript 2 
Teacher : baik, 
ramah, sopan. 
Kalau sopan itu 
bahasa inggrisnya 
apa? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : patients 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 132, transcript 2 
Teacher : berarti 
sleepy apa ? 
karakteristik , 
habbit apa 
behaviour? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : habbit 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 148, transcript 2 
Teacher : how to 
spell preety ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
advise atau opinion? 
(LECTURING/TEACH
ING) 
Student : wajib.. 
kewajiban .. saran .. 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 208, transcript 3 
Teacher : Syafa should 
study well again itu 
should nya obligation 
apa advise opinion 
hope apa prediction ? 
apa ? (ASK 
QUESTION)  
Student : obligation, 
opinion, advise 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
(a) 244, transcript 3 
Teacher : selanjutnya, 
arriska seharusnya 
memberi dia 
perempuan makan 
siang . itu apa ? itu 
kewajiban apa saran ? 
(ASK QUESTION) 
Student :  saran 
(STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
 
 
  
 Student : P-R-E-E-
T-Y (STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
 
SI - (a) 18, transcript 2 
Teacher : to apa ? 
to tell? To? 
(ACCEPT OR 
USES IDEAS OF 
STUDENTS) 
Student : to tell apa 
to describe ustadz? 
(STUDENT 
INITIATION) 
(a) 26, transcript 2 
Teacher : general, 
good. (PRAISES) 
Di tulis mba 
(giving the marker) 
(GIVING 
DIRECTION) 
Student : ustadz? 
Bedanya sama 
descriptive apa 
ustadz ? 
(STUDENT 
INITIATION) 
(a) 120, transcript 2 
Teacher : (writing 
on whiteboard) 
Student : patient 
sama passion itu 
bedanya apa 
ustadz? 
(STUDENT 
INITIATION) 
(a) 50, transcript 3 
Teacher : present, to be 
Student : eh present itu 
lampau kan tadz? 
(STUDENT 
INITIATION) 
Student : lampau i past  
(a) 194, transcript 3 
Student : tadz brrti 
kalau jawabnya hope 
sama expectation itu 
sama aja ? (STUDENT 
INITIATION) 
(a) 226, transcript 3 
Student : tadz mau 
Tanya, bedanya should 
sama must itu apa ? 
(STUDENT 
INITIATION) 
Teacher : nanti ya nanti 
ada 
(a) 228, transcript 3 
Student : must I 
bukannya verb 1 gitu ya 
tadz (STUDENT 
INITIATION) 
Teacher : bukan, must 
itu lebih ke cenderung 
ke memaksa. 
(LECTURING) kamu 
tdi udah maju ?  
(a) 248, transcript 3 
Teacher : saran atau 
advise atau obligation 
opinion ? 
  
Student : obligation.. 
kalau nggak makan 
nanti perutnya sakit, 
kalau sakit nanti mati.. 
(laughing) kan memberi 
makan ke orang itu 
juga gapapa 
(STUDENT 
INITIATION) 
 
SS/SC (a) 61, transcript 1 
Student : (silence) 
confused. 
(STUDENT 
SILENCE) 
(a) 67, transcript 1 
Student : i walk 
.......... 
(STUDENT 
CONFUSION)  
(a) 71, transcript 1 
Student : ha ? 
(STUDENT 
CONFUSION) 
(a) 112, transcript 
1 
Student : what sir 
?  (STUDENT 
CONFUSION) 
 
(a) 16, transcript 2 
Teacher : ok mba 
anis, what do you 
know about report 
text ? can you tell 
us what do you 
know about report 
text? (ASK 
QUESTIONS) 
Student : to tell ... 
(STUDENT 
CONFUSION) 
(a) 44, transcript 2 
Teacher : sudah 
paham ? kalo 
purpose nya apa 
aja? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : ...... 
(STUDENT 
SILENCE/ 
CONFUSION) 
(a) 58, transcript 2 
Teacher : iyak, ciri-
ciri bahasa 
inggrisnya apa ? 
Student : apanya ? 
(STUDENT 
CONFUSION) 
(a) 60, transcript 2 
(a) 24, transcript 3 
Teacher : ok, mbak 
Icha, can you tell us 
what do you know 
about should ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : eeeeee ... 
(STUDENT 
SILENCE/CONFUSIO
N) 
(a) 46, transcript 3 
Teacher : kalau yang 
present present present? 
Present apa present ? to 
be nya present apa ? 
(ASK QUESTION) 
Student : apaa tadz ? 
(STUDENT 
CONFUSION) 
(a) 48, transcript 3 
Teacher : kalau present 
to be nya apa ?  
Student : ha ? e .. is 
(STUDENT 
CONFUSION) 
(a) 53, transcript 3 
Teacher : present to be 
nya apa ? tobe (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : anu .... 
(STUDENT 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Teacher : ciri-ciri 
bahasa inggrisnya 
apa ? 
Student : i don’t 
know ..a anu habit 
(STUDENT 
CONFUSION) 
(a) 70, transcript 2 
Teacher : behavior 
itu apa ? 
Student : ...... 
(STUDENT 
SILENCE) 
 
CONFUSION) 
(a) 102, transcript 3 
Teacher : number nine, 
cha ayo cha, bedanya 
apa cha ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
Student : apa tadz? 
(STUDENT 
CONFUSION) 
Teacher :  nomer 1 
sama nomer 2 
(a) 106, transcript 3 
Student : bedanya ? 
Teacher :ho o bedanya 
apa ? 
Student : ........... 
(STUDENT SILENCE) 
(a) 134, transcript 3 
Teacher : Berlin should 
come to the class now. 
Kalau should yang ini 
fungsinya sebagai apa 
? (ASK QUESTION) 
Student : eee eee ee e 
(STUDENT 
CONFUSION) 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DATA TRANSCRIPT OBSERVATION 1 
1. Teacher : assalamualaikum warohmatullahiwabarakaatuh 
2. Students : waalaikumsalam warahmatullahiwabarakaatuh 
3. Teacher : ok, good morning class.  
4. Students : good morning sir. 
5. Teacher : ok, how are you today? 
6. Students : i’m fine. Thankyou. And you ? 
7. Teacher : (menulis dipapan tulis) ada yang tau form itu apa ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
8. Student : itu, dokumen hasil.............. (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
9. Teacher : ok, ini tanggal twenty ? seven. Yang merasa twenty seven siapa ya ? 
10. Student : asa,  
11. Teacher : baca ya, apa itu form Asa? (GIVING DIRECTION) 
  
12. Student : dokumen cetak atau print yang diisi dengan data seseorang 
(STUDENT RESPONSE) 
13. Teacher : lainnya, lanjut ke nomer twenty... yang merasa nomer 25 siapa ? 
14. Student : (mengacungkan jari) 
15. Teacher : siapa ? mbak Mika .... apa mbak Mika ? form itu apa ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
16. Student : .... atau sesuatu yang diisi dengan data.... (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
17. Teacher : iya, pas pertama kalian masuk kesini kalian disuruh isi data nggak ? 
(ACCEPT OR USES IDEAS OF STUDENTS) 
18. Student : iyaaaaa (serentak) (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
19. Teacher : itu namanya formulir atau apa ? 
20. Student : formulir (serentak) (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
21. Teacher : namanya formulir apa ? 
22. Student : formulir data (serentak) (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
23. Teacher : elektronik nggak ? elektronik tidak ? 
24. Student : elektronik (serentak) (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
25. PAUSE FOR A SECOND 
26. Teacher : keliatan? Penggarismu mana? Yak nomer absen.. mbak Rini can you 
read the definition of form? (GIVING DIRECTION) 
27. Student : a form is a document (printed or electronic) with spaces in which we 
can be write or enter data. (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
28. Teacher : ini bacanya apa ? wret or rait ? 
29. Student : rait (serentak) . (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
30. Teacher : a form is a document (printed or electronic) with spaces , spaces apa 
space tok? 
31. Student : space . (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
32. Teacher : space itu apa space ? (ACCEPT OR USES IDEAS OF STUDENTS) 
33. Student : ruang. . (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
34. Teacher : ruang yang apa ? yang kita bisa apa ? (ACCEPT OR USES IDEAS OF 
STUDENTS) 
35. Student : menulis . (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
36. Teacher : atau enter data. Enter itu apa ? 
37. Student : memasukkan data. . (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
38. Teacher : and then so ada purposenya, what is purpose ? (ASK QUESTIONS) 
39. Student : tujuan (serentak) (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
40. Teacher :  nomer absen berapa ya.. kamu nomer absen berapa ? ya 16 ditambah 
6, twenty two. 
41. Student : mengacungkan jari 
42. Teacher : ya coba, what is the purpose of form? (ASK QUESTION) 
43. Student : untuk mengumpulkan data secara detail ... (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
44. Teacher : dibaca dulu (GIVING DIRECTION) 
  
45. Student : to convey the data or short detailed information for a certain purpose 
(STUDENT RESPONSE) 
46. Teacher : (menulis dipapan tulis) ini bacanya apa ? convei apa cenve ? certein 
apa certain ?  
47. Student : menjawab (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
48. Teacher : kalo ini apa ? 
49. Student : detailed (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
50. Teacher : ok, berarti tujuannya apa ? convey to convey itu apa ? 
51. Student : mengumpulkan (serentak) (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
52. Teacher : kata laiinya apa ? (ASK QUESTION) 
53. Student : submit, collect , compile ..... (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
54. Teacher : how to spell compile ? (ASKING QUESTION) 
55. Student : C-O-M-P-I-L-E (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
56. Teacher : like this ? 
57. Student : iyaa. 
58. Teacher : certain itu apa ? 
59. Student : jelas (serentak) 
60. Teacher : tentu bisa ? kalau sabar itu bahsa inggrisnya apa ? sabar.. sabar ? apa ? 
61. Student : (diam) confused. (STUDENT SILENT) 
62. Teacher : patient. Kalo dengan sabar itu patiently.(LECTURING/TEACHING) 
Berarti patiently itu kata apa ? 
63. Student : kata keterangan. (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
64. Teacher : iya, kata keterangan. Kata keterangan apa ? kata keterangan itu ada 
apa saja ? (ACCEPT OR USES IDEAS OF STUDENTS) 
65. Student : waktu, tempat ... (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
66. Teacher : iya waktu, tempat , kata apalagi, kalo aku berjalan dengan lambat apa 
? i (ACCEPT OR USES IDEAS OF STUDENTS) 
67. Student : i walk .......... (STUDENT CONFUSED)  
68. Teacher : walk apa ? slowly.  Ya, ingat ya kalau ly brrti kata keterangan. Lanjut 
nomer absen 18 (ACCEPT OR USES IDEAS OF STUDENTS) 
69. Student : fungsi dari form adalah satu untuk mencari keterangan .... (STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
70. Teacher : stop. What is in english, come on ... (GIVING DIRECTION) 
71. Student : ha ? (STUDENT CONFUSED) 
72. Teacher : number one ..... 
73. Student : to search 
74. Teacher : ya, to search apa to look for apa to find ? (ACCEPT OR USES IDEAS 
OF STUDENTS) 
75. Student : to find (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
76. Teacher : kalo aku mencari itu bahasa inggrisnya apa ? mencari  
77. Student : find 
  
78. Teacher : find apa search apa look apa apa? (ACCEPT OR USES IDEAS OF 
STUDENTS) 
79. Student : find  
80. Teacher : kalau aku menemukan temanku ? i find my friend atau i look for my 
friend? (ASK QUESTION) 
81. Student : (STUDENT CONFUSED) 
82. Teacher : aku mencari info itu apa? (ASK QUESTION) 
83. Student : search (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
84. Teacher : search. Berarti to find apa ? to find some data or information. 
Informasion apa informesion ? (ACCEPT OR USES IDEAS OF STUDENTS) 
85. Srudent : information (STUDENT RESSPONSE) 
86. Teacher :ok, number two. Kamu nomer absen berapa mbak ? (menunjuk siswa) 
87. Student : 22 
88. Teacher : 22 di kurang i 19 berapa ? 
89. Student : 4 
90. Student : (mengacungkan tangan) 
91. Teacher : mbak Meli. Mba Mel. Iya itu dibaca number two. (GIVING 
DIRECTION) 
92. Student : dua : menginput data yang sama. (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
93. Teacher : ok. Emang yang di input apa berarti ? 
94. Student : profile 
95. Teacher : trus ? compile the ? menginput data yang sama , to compile the ? 
96. Student : same 
97. Teacher :same. Same apa ? iya the same apa ? meng compile the same ... ? the 
same ? 
98. Student : data 
99. Teacher : ya. To compile the same data atau information. (ACCEPT OR USES 
IDEAS OF STUDENTS) Number three ? mbak (menunjuk siswa) nomer berapa 
kamu, mba ketua 
100. Student : 16 
101. Teacher : 16 tambah 4 ? 
102. Student : 20 
103. Teacher : twenty. Who is twenty ? number three . menyampaikan 
informasi yang sama kepada bagian yang berbeda (menjelaskan) apa inggrisnya 
? (ASK QUESTION) 
104. Student : (bicara sangat lirih) 
105. Teacher : denger nggak ? 
106. Student : (serentak) nggaaaaakkk ... 
107. Teacher : louder please.. (GIVING DIRECTION) 
108. Student : to find information to .... 
  
109. Teacher : (ketawa) berarti apa ? what the english of bagian ? apa? 
(ACCEPT FEELINGS) 
110. Student : part 
111. Teacher : Good, part. (PRAISES) How to spell part ? 
112. Student : what sir ?  (tanya siswa kurang jelas) (STUDENT 
CONFUSED) 
113. Teacher : how to spell part ? (ASK QUESTION) 
114. Student : P-A-R-T (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
115. Teacher : ok. Good (PRAISES) ok the last question of four. (berjalan, 
kemudian menunjuk siswa) kamu nomer absen berapa ? 
116. Student : 16 
117. Teacher : 16 dibagi 2 berapa ? 
118. Student : 8 
119. Teacher : who is number 8? 
120. Student : (mengacungkan tangan) 
121. Teacher : ok you. 
122. Student : (berbicara sangat lirih) 
123. Teacher : has a ... has a... has a... bukti fisik 
124. Student : physical evidence. (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
125. Teacher : good.(PRAISES) Kalo tanpa “ce” berarti kata apa ? kan ada 
evident ada evidence (sambil menulis dan menjelaskan di papan tulis) ce .. ce 
(LECTURING/TEACHING) 
126. Student : (tertawa) 
127. Teacher : kata apa ? kalo ada yang ce .. ce “dia orangnya sabar” berarti 
“she is a .. person”. Dia orangnya sabar. Malika orangnya baik, sabar , Malika is 
a good and  titik” girl, ce apa ce ? (TEACHING/LECTURING) 
128. Student : ce.. ce (bingung) (STUDENT CONFUSED) 
129. Teacher : percaya diri apa ? convident apa convidence ? 
130. Student : ce (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
131. Teacher : ce apa te ? (JOKES) (ACCEPT FEELINGS) 
132. Student : ce (sambil tertawa) 
133. Teacher : malika orangnya percaya diri (menulis di papan tulis) nomer 1 
yang ‘a’ apa ‘b’? (LECTURING/TEACHING) 
134. Student : ‘b’ eh ‘a’ (STUDENT CONFUSED) 
135. Teacher : yang (melingkari huruf ‘a’) kalo yang ini berarti yang ‘b’. 
Berarti kalo ada ‘te’ adalah kata ? 
136. Teacher : kalo kata sifat ? 
137. Student : abjective (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
138. Teacher : kata benda ? 
139. Student : noun 
140. Teacher : ok gitu ya good (PRAISES) 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DATA TRANSCRIPT OBSERVATION 2 
1. Teacher : assalamualaikum warahmatullaahi wabarakaatu 
2. Student : waalaikumsalam warahmatullaahi wabarakaatu 
3. Teacher : good morning  
4. Student :  good morning 
5. Teacher : ok, kita ulangi lagi ya (menulis dipapan tulis) 
6. Student : beri kami spidol ustadz.. ustadz? 
7. Teacher : apa? 
8. Student : beri kami spidol ustadz,lampunya juga mati ustadz 
  
9. Teacher : ok, so... mbaaa (buka buku absensi) ini tanggal berapa? 
10. Student : 3, eh 4 ustadz 
11. Teacher : ok, 4 tambah 3  
12. Student : tujuuuuh 
13. Teacher : number seven 
14. Student :  Aniiss  
15. Teacher : ok mba anis, what do you know about report text ? can you tell us 
what do you know about report text? (ASK QUESTIONS) 
16. Student : to tell ... (STUDENT CONFUSION) 
17. Teacher : to apa ? to tell? To? (ACCEPT OR USES IDEAS OF STUDENTS) 
18. Student : to tell apa to describe ustadz? (STUDENT INITIATION) 
19. Teacher : to apa ? 
20. Student : to describe ustadz (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
21. Teacher : ok, to describe apa ? (ACCEPT OR USES IDEAS OF STUDENTS) 
22. Student : to describe something in general (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
23. Teacher : to describe something in specific or general? (ACCEPT OR USES 
IDEAS OF STUDENTS) 
24. Student : general (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
25. Teacher : general, good. (PRAISES) Di tulis mba (sambil memberikan spidol) 
(GIVING DIRECTION) 
26. Student : ustadz? Bedanya sama descriptive apa ustadz ? (STUDENT 
INITIATION) 
27. Teacher : iya bentar ya 
28. Student : ........ 
29. Teacher : kalo yang specific apa ? (ASK QUESTION) 
30. Student : khusus ustadz (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
31. Teacher : kalau kita mau mendiskripsikan ini apa ? (ASK QUESTION) 
32. Student : spidol (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
33. Teacher : marker. If you want tell about marker itu nanti termasuk report or 
descriptive?  (ASK QUESTION) 
34. Student : report .. (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
35. Teacher : how about to tell about my pen .. my pen .. my? (ASK QUESTION)  
36. Student : descriptive ..(STUDENT RESPONSE) 
37. Teacher : kalau eraser ? (ASK QUESTION) 
38. Student : report .. (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
39. Teacher :  Afifah eraser ? (ASK QUESTION) 
40. Student : descriptive (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
41. Teacher : berarti kalo kepunyaan kita termasuk apa ? (ASK QUESTION) 
42. Student : descriptive (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
43. Teacher : sudah paham ? kalo purpose nya apa aja? (ASK QUESTION) 
44. Student : ...... (STUDENT SILENCE/ CONFUSION) 
  
45. Teacher : tulis generic stucture mbak (memberikan spidol) generic structure itu 
apa ? (GIVING DIRECTION) 
46. Student : struktur (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
47. Teacher : struktur apanya ? (ACCEPT OR USES IDEAS OF STUDENTS) 
48. Student : struktur teks nya (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
49. Teacher : iyaak good (PRAISES) 
50. Student : .......................................... 
51. Teacher : ok yaa, generic structure nya ada 2 3 4 ? 
52. Student : 2  
53. Teacher : ok the first is about general clasification and description yang general 
clasification in contents bout apa ? (ASK QUESTION)  
54. Student : informasi (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
55. Teacher : about infromasi. Informasi itu apa ? tentang what do you want to tell 
about ya, and what about the description ? (ACCEPT OR USES IDEAS OF 
STUDENTS) 
56. Student : ciri ciri khas eh ciri khas (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
57. Teacher : iyak, ciri-ciri bahasa inggrisnya apa ? 
58. Student : apanya ? (STUDENT CONFUSION) 
59. Teacher : ciri-ciri bahasa inggrisnya apa ? 
60. Student : i dont know..a anu habbit (STUDENT CONFUSION) 
61. Teacher : habbit itu apa ? 
62. Student : habbit kebiasaan (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
63. Teacher : ini matinya kapan?  
64. Student : dah lama ustadz 
65. Teacher : la kog nggak bilang 
66. Student : la ustadz nggak peka o 
67. Teacher : ok .. sssssssssstt (CRITICIZING OR JUSTIFYING AUTHORITY 
)trus ini ya sama apa lagi kurang satu (writing on the whiteboard) 
68. Student : behavior (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
69. Teacher : behaviour itu apa ? 
70. Student : ...... (STUDENT SILENT) 
71. Teacher : kalo karakteristik contohnya apa? Kalau kita mau menjelaskan tentang 
makhluk hidup bisa manusia bisa apa lagi ? (LECTURING) 
72. Student :  hewan (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
73. Teacher : hewan 
74. Student : tumbuhan 
75. Teacher : pakai karakteristik habbit apa behaviour ? (ASK QUESTION)  
76. Student : karakteristik (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
77. Teacher : habbit bisa nggak ? (ASK QUESTION) 
78. Student : bisaa (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
79. Teacher : kalau mau menjelaskan Iin ? (ASK QUESTION) 
  
80. Student : ciri-ciri, kebiasaan ustadz (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
81. Teacher : kalau misal mau menjelasin ini ? LCD  
82. Student : ciri-ciri  
83. Teacher : karakteristik itu apa ? terussss , .... itu apa ? tingkah ? 
84. Student :  tingkah laku  
85. Teacher : kalau kita mau jelasin tentang eee kucing  
86. Student : tingkah lakunya 
87. Teacher : habbit nya apa ? karakteristiknya apa? Habbitnya apa kalo kucing? 
(ASK QUESTION) 
88. Student : kebiasaannya itu suka tidur, suka makan itu ikan (STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
89. Teacher : terus? Kalau behaviournya ? sikapnya 
90. Student : manja 
91. Teacher : kalu kita mau menjelasin fan fan fan , fan apa fan ? ciri-cirinya apa? 
(ASK QUESTION) 
92. Student : bisa berputar, menghasilkan angin (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
93. Teacher : shape nya shape nya, bentuknya 
94. Student : bulat ustadz 
95. Teacher : ada yang kotak ? ada yang di gantung nggak ? (ACCEPT FEELINGS) 
96. Student : yaaah ustadz, di gantung (JOKES) 
97. Teacher : itu mbaknya itu ya , di gantung sama pacarnya (JOKES) 
98. Student : huuuuuuuu 
99. Teacher : yak , apa ciri-cirinya Iin tadi? 
100. Student : suka tidur ustadz 
101. Teacher : kalau karakteristiknya ? (ASK QUESTION) 
102. Student : perawan, perempuan, (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
103. Teacher : kalau Ditia? 
104. Student : suka tidur, suka makan , kurus, ramping  
105. Teacher : ok good (PRAISES) what about behaviour is? Mba Clara 
(ASK QUESTION) 
106. Student : gabisa diem (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
107. Teacher : baik, ramah, sopan. Kalau sopan itu bahasa inggrisnya apa? 
(ASK QUESTION 
108. Student : patients (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
109. Teacher : (writing in the whiteboard )  
110. Student : polite 
111. Teacher : bacanya apa? 
112. Student :polait 
113. Teacher : iyak polait, terus kalau ramah apa? 
114. Student : gatau ustadz  
115. Teacher : kalau sabar? 
  
116. Student : patient 
117. Teacher : gimana bacanya ? 
118. Student : pesien 
119. Teacher : (writing on whiteboard) 
120. Student : patient sama passsion itu bedanya apa ustadz? (STUDENT 
INITIATION) 
121. Teacher : kalau ini apa ? ini apa? 
122. Student : patient, pasien 
123. Teacher : kalau suka ngantuk? Bahasa inggrisnya apa? 
124. Student : sleep 
125. Teacher : sleep apa sleepy? (ACCEPT FEELINGS) 
126. Student : sleepy 
127. Teacher : kalau sleeping apa ? 
128. Student : tiduuurr  
129. Teacher : sleepy ? 
130. Student : ngantuk 
131. Teacher : berarti sleepy apa ? karakteristik , habbit apa behaviour? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
132. Student : habbit (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
133. Teacher : kalau contohnya kata sifat tadi apa ? apa ? contoh kata sifat , 
dari belakang , satu ?(GIVING DIRECTION) 
134. Student : bicara lirih 
135. Teacher : denger nggak ? 
136. Student : nggaaakk 
137. Teacher : louder please (GIVING DIRECTION) 
138. Student : happy 
139. Teacher : happy bisa nggak? 
140. Student : enggak 
141. Teacher : happy itu apa? 
142. Student : senang 
143. Teacher : lainnya (ACCEPT FEELINGS) 
144. Student : preety 
145. Teacher : preti apa priti ? 
146. Student : preety 
147. Teacher : how to spell preety ? (ASK QUESTION) 
148. Student : P-R-E-E-T-Y (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
149. Teacher : ok good, you (PRAISES) 
150. Student : cute 
151. Teacher : cute apa cute? 
152. Student : imut 
153. Teacher : yak, next ? 
  
154. Student : crazy 
155. Teacher : ok, next 
156. Student : beautiful 
157. Teacher : ok, mbak ? 
 
DATA TRANSCRIPT OBSERVATION 3 
 
1. Teacher : assalamualaikum warahmatullahi wabarakaatuh  
2. Student :waalaikumsalam warahmatullahi wabarakaatuh 
3. Teacher : good afternoon  
4. Student : good afternoon 
5. Teacher : who is absent today? 
6. Student : Ika sakit ustadz 
7. Teacher : yang sakit siapa 
8. Student : Ikaaaa 
9. Teacher : Ika yang suka nyanyi?  
10. Student : yaaaa 
11. Teacher : yang satu lagi yang suka nyanyi siapa? 
12. Student : ichaa.. di situ 
13. Teacher : mana ? 
14. Student : icha (laughing) 
15. Teacher : (walk into Tika and giving marker to Icha)  
16. Student : ngpain ustadz 
17. Teacher : nyanyi (nunjuk to white board) 
18. Student : icha icha, ini spidole siapa? 
19. Teacher : maju mbak (GIVING DIRECTION) 
20. Student : Cuma maju ustadz 
21. Teacher : write “should” ! (GIVING DIRECTION) 
22. Student : ....... 
23. Teacher : ok, mbak Icha, can you tell us what do you know about should ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
24. Student : eeeeee ... (STUDENT SILENCE/CONFUSION) 
25. Teacher : sama mbak nya yg kemarin ya, mbak yeyen apa mbak .... 
26. Student : yeyen ? (laughing) 
27. Teacher : Icha apa Icha ? should itu apa? (ASK QUESTION) 
28. Student : seharusnya .. seharusnya ustadz (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
29. Teacher : yak, selain seharusnya apa? (ACCEPT FEELINGS) 
30. Student : semestinya .. haruse.. kudune (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
  
31. Teacher : should itu kemarin ada, contohnya berapa? Satu apa 2 apa 3 apa 4 apa 
5? (ASK QUESTIONS) 
32. Student : tigaaaa (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
33. Teacher : apa aja? (ASK QUESTION) 
34. Student :  subject + v1 (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
35. Teacher : berarti sebagai? Present terus apalagi? (ASK QUESTION) 
36. Student : continuous (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
37. Teacher : gimana tulisannya? Gini ? (write in the whiteboard) terus apa lagi? 
38. Student : perfect 
39. Teacher : perfek apa perfik ? 
40. Student : perfik 
41. Teacher : kalau continuous itu berarti apa ? (ASK QUESTION) 
42. Student : verb ing (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
43. Teacher : yak, tobe + v ing . tobe itu contohnya apa ? (ACCEPT OR USES THE 
IDEAS OF STUDENTS) 
44. Student :  I 
45. Teacher : kalau yang present present present? Present apa present ? to be nya 
present apa ? (ASK QUESTION) 
46. Student : apaa tadz ? (STUDENT CONFUSION) 
47. Teacher : kalau present to be nya apa ?  
48. Student : ha ? e .. is (STUDENT CONFUSION) 
49. Teacher : present, to be 
50. Student : eh present itu lampau kan tadz? (STUDENT INITIATION) 
51. Student : lampau i past  
52. Teacher : present to be nya apa ? tobe (ASK QUESTION) 
53. Student : anu .... (STUDENT CONFUSION) 
54. Teacher : ayo 
55. Student : anu, is am are (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
56. Teacher : is am are, kalau past? (ASK QUESTION) 
57. Student : was/ were (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
58. Teacher : good. Kalau I tobe nya apa ? (ASK QUESTION) 
59. Student : am(STUDENT RESPONSE) 
60. Teacher : kalau you ? (ASK QUESTION) 
61. Student : are (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
62. Teacher : kalau kita? 
63. Student : we are (laughing) 
64. Teacher : prefect? (ASK QUESTION) 
65. Student : had/have+V3 (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
66. Teacher : present, continuous sama perfect, kita mau yang present, continuous 
apa perfect dulu? 
67. Student : present.. urut aja ustadz 
  
68. Teacher : ok, yang present itu contohnya apa? Eee , ini mbak siapa? Cindy (write 
in the whiteboard ) subjectnya siapa ? 
69. Student : Cindy 
70. Teacher : yang maju kedepan siapa ? 
71. Student : Cindy 
72. Teacher : yang merasa nomer absen, ini tanggal berapa ? 
73. Student : 18  
74. Teacher : 18 number 18, ini bulan? 
75. Student : 10 
76. Teacher : 18-10? 
77. Student : 9 (laughing) 
78. Teacher : 9+2 berapa ? 
79. Student : 11 
80. Teacher : 11 tambah 7 brpa? 
81. Student :18 
82. Teacher :  yang merasa nomer 18 siapa ? 
83. Student : 18 bagi 2 tadz 
84. Teacher : ayo mbak, buat contoh yang present. Please come foward, buat contoh 
yang present (GIVING DIRECTION) 
85. Student : (write in the whiteboard)  
86. Student : place i tempat i  
87. Teacher : ok, nomer 1 Cindy should try in piece, piece itu apa ? 
88. Student : potongan 
89. Teacher : potongan apa. Ok Cindy should try a piece, piece itu apa mbak Siwi? 
(ASK QUESTION) 
90. Student : sepotong, dua tangan peace (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
91. Teacher : betul. (PRAISES) sepotong apa ? piece of cake 
92. Student : cake cake cake 
93. Teacher : trus Siwi should study well. Study well. Berarti Cindy sebaiknya 
seharusnya semestinya ngapaain ? trus nomer 2 Siwi should study well. Artinya 
apa? (ASK QUESTION)  
94. Student : Siwi harus belajar yang benar, yang giat. (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
95. Teacher : yak, kalau bedanya nomer 1 sama 2 apa? Bedanya should disini 
asrtinya should disini ? (ASK QUESTIONS) 
96. Student : kalau yang itu nggak wajib kalau yang itu wajib (STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
97. Teacher : ok, lainnya ? nomer absen 18 kali 2 berapa ? 
98. Student : 33 
99. Teacher :18 bagi 2 ? 
100. Student : 9 
  
101. Teacher : number nine, cha ayo cha, bedanya apa cha ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
102. Student : apa tadz? (STUDENT CONFUSION) 
103. Teacher :  nomer 1 sama nomer 2 
104. Student : bedanya ? 
105. Teacher :ho o bedanya apa ? 
106. Student : ........... (STUDENT SILENCE) 
107. Teacher : bedanya should yang nomer 1 sama yang nomer 2 apa ? (ASK 
QUESTION) 
108. Student : yang itu to tadz ee yang Siwi yang punya e Siwi itu kewajiban 
(STUDENT RESPONSE)  
109. Teacher : hm terus ? 
110. Student : terus yang punya e Cindy itu eee saran, saran , pendapat, saran 
(STUDENT RESPONSE) 
111. Teacher : pendapat baahasa inggrisnya apa? 
112. Student : opinion, suggestion, ora len saran i advise 
113. Teacher : advise , advise itu punya saudara, saudaranya apa ? (ACCEPTS 
OR USES THE IDEAS OF STUDENTS)  
114. Student : advan (laughing) 
115. Teacher : okey, kalau yang present .. disini ya gapapa ya ? (ACCEPT 
FEELINGS) present. Satu algi aja satu lagi. Nomer abse, ii kan 18 to bulannya 
10 to, yang merasa 18 kurangi 10 siapa ? 
116. Student : Berlin  
117. Teacher : ber .. ber .. mbak Ber. Kemarin kalian banyak salah ya ? 
118. Student : iyaa , ya ampun nilainya tadz, makasih lo tadz buat nilainya.. 
yang buat siapa to tadz ? 
119. Teacher : kemarin sama mbaknya dikasih ini shouldnya udah kan 
120. Student : udah..  tadi miss Iin kenapa tadz ? 
121. Teacher : gatau, kenapa ? kalian kangen ya ? 
122. Student : nggaaaaaakkk , ngaaakk tazd yaAllah gausah aja tadz 
123. Teacher : okay, Berlin should come to the class now. Ini bacanya apa ini? 
Kem apa kam ?  
124. Student : kam. 
125. Teacher : kalau ini ? 
126. Student : kem 
127. Teacher : verb berapa ? 
128. Student : 2 
129. Teacher : verb 1 nya apa ? 
130. Student : come 
131. Teacher : kalau verb 3 nya  
132. Student : come 
  
133. Teacher : Berlin should come to the class now. Kalau should yang ini 
fungsinya sebagai apa ? (ASK QUESTION) 
134. Student : eee eee ee e (STUDENT CONFUSION) 
135. Teacher : yang present itu ada beberapa fungsinya yang pertama ini tadi 
Cindy should try a piece of cake itu eh yang ini loh Siwi should study well, Siwi 
seharusnya belajar itu namanya apa ? obligation atau apa itu ? obligation. Ada 
obligation, advise, advise itu apa temennya ? (LECTURING/TEACHING) 
136. Student : suggestion (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
137. Teacher : how to speak suggestion ? (writing on the whiteboard) (ASK 
QUESTION) 
138. Student : sujesion .. sajesion.. sejesion.. (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
139. Teacher : mbak erlin, apa itu bacanya ?  
140. Student : …….. 
141. Teacher : alpin, bacanya apa pin ? 
142. Student : ……. 
143. Teacher : denger nggaak? 
144. Student : nggaak 
145. Teacher : apa ? ada yang bisa bacanya apa ? 
146. Student : sajesion … 
147. Teacher : sal, bacanya apa sal ? 
148. Student : sajesion 
149. Teacher : Nabila, bacanya apa nab ?  
150. Student : sajesion 
151. Teacher : apa bacanya ? sajesion apa sagesion? Bacanya J apa G? 
152. Student : J… 
153. Teacher : iyaak, suggestion. Ada advise ada suggestion ada apa lagi ? 
(ASK QUESTION) 
154. Student : opinion.. (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
155. Teacher : bukan, saudaranya advise ? (ASK QUESTION) 
156. Student : recommendation (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
157. Teacher : recommend itu m nya dobel apa 1 ? 
158. Student : dobel  
159. Teacher : (writing on the whiteboard) gini ya ? 
160. Student : bukan, pake T  
161. Teacher : s apa t? 
162. Student : T 
163. Teacher : pinteerrr .. (PRAISES) number three?  
164. Student : opinion 
165. Teacher : opinion, number four is?    
166. Student : hope hop houp (laughing) 
167. Teacher : how to spell hope ? (ASK QUESTION) 
  
168. Student : H-O-P-E (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
169. Teacher : like this ?  
170. Student : yes (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
171. Teacher : pinteerrr (PRAISES) 
172. Student : yeeee 
173. Teacher : number five masih ada? 
174. Student : sudah  
175. Teacher : masih ada loh 
176. Student : sudah tadz, recommendation itu sendiri harusnya ustadz 
177. Teacher : ini mungkin belum tercantum ya (writing on the whiteboard) 
178. Student : expectation… 
179. Teacher : umpamanya kalian besuk ulangan, umpamanya kalian besuk 
ada ulangan matematika terus ada temenmu, temenmu itu belum begitu pinter, 
belum begitu bisa, so what will you say to your friend ? 
(LECTURING/TEACHING) 
180. Student : you should study well (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
181. Teacher : terus apa lagi ? (ASK QUESTION) 
182. Student : you should study hard (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
183. Teacher : berarti temenmu itu harus belajar dulu , itu termasuk sesuatu 
yang wajib atau hope atau advise atau opinion? (LECTURING/TEACHING) 
184. Student : wajib.. kewajiban .. saran .. (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
185. Teacher : kewajiban apa saran tok ? 
186. Student : saran dan kewajiban  
187. Teacher : kalau yang wajib gimana ? nomer absen 18+10 berapa ? 
188. Student : 28 
189. Teacher : yang merasa nomer absen 28? Coba give me example kalimat 
sama Sofa , (GIVING DIRECTION) Sofa itu besuk ada ulangan maka kamu 
harus .. pake should  
190. Student : tadz izin ke kamar mandi ya? 
191. Teacher : ngapain ? 
192. Student : panggilan alam tadz 
193. Teacher : ya 
194. Student : tadz brrti kalau jawabnya hope sama expectation itu sama aja ? 
(STUDENT INITIATION) 
195. Teacher : sama aja. (writing on the whiteboard) Ini yang kurang tadi ya 
kalian tambahkan ya (GIVING DIRECTION) 
196. Student : prediction  
197. Teacher : ayo la sudah belum? Yang hope suggestion 
198. Student : (writing on the whiteboard) 
199. Teacher : kalau yg advise itu apa advise ? 
200. Student : saran  
  
201. Teacher : siapa yang bisa buat contoh saran 
202. Student :syahna tadz  
203. Teacher : ayo ra, kalau kamu mau memberi saran ke temenmu “kamu 
seharusnya tidak cerewet 
204. Student : (laughing) tadz yang cerewet I syahna lo tadz  
205. Teacher : halloo semua (JUSTIFIYING OR CRITICIZING) 
206. Student : hay 
207. Teacher : Syafa should study well again itu should nya obligation apa 
advise opinion hope apa prediction ? apa ? (ASK QUESTION)  
208. Student : obligation, opinion, advise (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
209. Teacher : sssssssssssssssssttt coba (writing on a whiteboard) 
(CRITICIZING OR JUSTIFIYING) 
210. Student : take a bath .. take a rest  
211. Teacher : take a res apa take a rest ?  
212. Student : take a rest 
213. Teacher : ada 5 contoh silahkan kalian pilih itu yang obligation mana 
yang opinion mana yang advise mana hope mana prediction mana, silahkan yang 
mau maju (GIVING DIRECTION) 
214. Student : tadz tadz 
215. Teacher : bentar kalau obligation tadi apa ? obligation tadi apa ? hey ? 
(CRITICIZING OR JUSTIFIYING) 
216. Student : ….. 
217. Teacher : advise 
218. Student : saran 
219. Teacher : opinion 
220. Student : pendapat  
221. Teacher : hope 
222. Student :harapan 
223. Teacher : prediction  
224. Student : prediksi 
225. Teacher :good! (PRAISES) 
226. Student : tadz mau Tanya, bedanya should sama must itu apa ? 
(STUDENT INITIATION) 
227. Teacher : nanti ya nanti ada 
228. Student : must I bukannya verb 1 gitu ya tadz (STUDENT INITIATION) 
229. Teacher : bukan, must itu lebih ke cenderung ke memaksa. 
(LECTURING) kamu tdi udah maju ?  
230. Student : belum 
231. Teacher : ya kamu maju, yang belum maju siapa ? ya kamu nomer 2 , 
yang belum maju lagi siapa ? ya kamu nomer 3, kamu nomer 4 
232. Student : (writing on the whiteboard) 
  
233. Teacher : ssssssssssssssssssssssssssssstttttt, ayo sudah belum? 
(CRITICIZING OR JUSTIFIYING) 
234. Student : sudah ustadz  
235. Teacher : yang ini siapa tadi? Syafa should study well again, Syafa 
seharusnya belajar lebih giat lagi, ada lagi berarti apa , penekanan lagi berarti 
apa ? karena dia tidak mendapatkan nilai yang bagus, berarti masuknya apa ? 
kan kalian ada ulangan, ulangan kalian nilainya jelek habis itu ada remidi terus 
gurunya bilang kalian harus belajar lebih giat lagi .. lagi .. lagi penekanannya apa 
? kalian harus belajar lebih giat lagi, supaya mendapatkan nilai yang bagus, 
berarti ? (LECTURING/TEACHING) 
236. Student : saran.. (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
237. Teacher : saran apa kewajiban ? (ASK QUESTION) 
238. Student : kewajiban (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
239. Teacher :Cindy nilainya jelek , umpamanya ya, terus habis itu disuruh 
gurunya untuk belajar lebih giat lagi supaya mendapatkan nilai yang lebih baik , 
lagi disini apa ? kewajiban atau prediction atau prediction ? 
(LECTURING/TEACHING) 
240. Student : opinion … kewajiban .. unexpectation.. (STUDENT 
RESPONSE) 
241. Teacher : biar nilainya lebih baik. Coba kalian ulangan nilainya jelek 
terus disuruh belajar lagi uspaya mendapatkan nilai yang lebih baik berarti? Ada 
againnya lo, berarti apa ? (TEACHING/LECTURING) 
242. Student : obligation (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
243. Teacher : selanjutnya, arriska seharusnya memberi dia perempuan makan 
siang . itu apa ? itu kewajiban apa saran ? (ASK QUESTION) 
244. Student :  saran (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
245. Teacher : saran .. kalau nggak makan nggl papa berarti ? (laughing) 
Cuma makan siang kok , paling makan apa itu . berarti ini ? (ACCEPTS OR 
USES THE IDEAS OF STUDENTS) 
246. Student : kewajiban (STUDENT RESPONSE) 
247. Teacher : saran atau advise atau obligation opinion ? 
248. Student : obligation.. kalau nggak makan nanti perutnya sakit, kalau sakit 
nanti mati.. (laughing) kan memberi makan ke orang itu juga gapapa 
(STUDENT INITIATION) 
249. Teacher : jamnya udah habis ya 
250. Student : yaaaa 
251. Teacher : berarti nanti kita lanjut tentang apa ? yang present yang 
khususnya should ya 
252. Student : yaaaaa 
253. Teacher : berarti masih ada.. kita lanjut dulu aja ini sampe slese. Kalau 
ini baerarti apa ? 
  
254. Student : iyaaaaaa 
255. Teacher : advise ya  
256. Student : yaa 
257. Teacher : kalau yg ini apa? 
258. Student : opinion 
259. Teacher : opinion , berarti ? berarti apa ? Cha Cha Cha … sssssssssttt 
yang number four apa number four ? (CRITICIZING OR JUSTIFIYING) you 
should get good score artinya apa ? kamu harus mendapatkan nilai yang bagus . 
itu apa ? obligation hope atau apa ? 
260. Student : harapan… 
261. Teacher : harapan.. yang the last you should get middle because you have 
pr(a)ice well.. itu apa ? prediction atau hope atau advise ?(ASK QUESTION) 
262. Student : prediction(STUDENT RESPONSE) 
263. Teacher : kalau ini di hilangin sampai sini berarti apa ? 
264. Student : hope  
265. Teacher :kalau di tambah ini berarti apa ? 
266. Student : prediction 
267. Teacher : ok, sudah ya . kita tutup dulu sampai disini ya. Kita lanjut 
besuk ya. Ok before we close our lesson lets say hamdallah together 
268. Student : alhamdulillahirabbil’aalamiiin 
269. Teacher : ya, wassalamualaikum warrahmatullahi wabarakaatuh 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
DATA TRANSCRIPT OF INTERVIEWING WITH THE TEACHER 
 
Interviewee : Mr.Syarif HIdayatullah 
Date : 11 May 2018 
Place : in front of mosque 
 
1. Interviewer : Can you explain what activities that you always do in the 
classroom interaction ? 
Teacher : I usually gave explanation about the materials and giving apportunity to the 
students to be active. 
2. Interviewer : What kind of method that you usually use ? 
Teacher : I usually use explanation method and I always gave opportunity to the 
students to be active in asking questions 
3. Interviewer : Do you always use lectures or teaching method in the class? 
Teacher : I often use lecturer method in explaining the things that have not been 
understood by the students. 
4. Interviewer : Do you always translate English into bahasa ? 
Teacher :I often use bahasa to explain materials that didn’t understand by students 
5. Interviewer : How far the effectiveness of students in classroom ? 
Teacher : The effectiveness of students is good enough, but it’s only a specific student 
who participates in asking question. Most of them are still afraid to initiate in speaking. 
6. Interviewer : What kinds of question that you always gave to your students, 
close or open question ? 
Teacher : I usually use open question, because it can help students’ skill and to increase 
student’s knowledge about something. 
7. Interviewer : How far the effectiveness of your students in asking question ? 
  
Teacher : The effectiveness of students in asking is not really good, there are only 
certain learners in asking question. Most of them are afraid to speak or they do not 
understand about the lesson. 
8. Interviewer : How many percent do you speak in the classroom? 
Teacher : For the percentage, it’s about 60% and 40% for learners. 
9. Interviewer : What is your response to the students who cannot answer your 
question ? 
Teacher : I didn’t give a punishment to them. Sometime a clever student answer my 
question. 
10. Interviewer : Do you always gve rewards to learners? 
Teacher : I prefer and used to give verbal rewards to students such as: “good”, very 
good”, “that’s right”, “great” and “thankyou” for who can answer questions 
  
 
 
 
 
